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1. Executive summary 

This report analyses the requirements that underpin the work patterns that those using 3D-

COFORM tools expect to adopt, if those tools are to prove useful in achieving their professional 

goals. The requirements will help define the project policies and be achieved through conversion to 

the functional specification of the major technological components of 3D-COFORM, in order to 

satisfy the project’s goal of making 3D technology a practical alternative to documenting tangible 

heritage as an “everyday”, “mass”, technology. 

 

The result of this report is a detailed list of needs that can be encountered in the heterogeneous 

field of Cultural Heritage (CH).  

Due to this heterogeneity, the first action will concern the contextualisation of the project, 

quantifying the nature of the heritage concerned and defining an identified set of end users. This 

context has been informed from past experience of partners in working with cultural institutions, 

developed in discussion with cultural heritage professionals in a number of forums and validated by 

subsequent discussions. 

A set of use-case scenarios has been used to underpin the discussion of requirements. Each of 

these has been discussed between at least one technology partner in 3D-COFORM and one or more 

cultural institutions. Once collected, all the generic information about user requirements will be 

combined with an update of the in-depth study of the state of the art. This output will be used by the 

experts of each research field from the Description of Work to identify the specifications needed for 

the research tools to be effective. 

User requirements have been identified in a number of fields: 

• Domain-related theorisation. The knowledge domain and the associated reasoning 

Figure 1: Cylinder seal of Ibni-Sharrum, inv. n. AO22303, Oriental Arts dept., Louvre Museum. 

Detail of 3D mesh extracted with MeshLab 
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mechanisms that are relevant to specific fields of Cultural Heritage 

• Geometric requirements. The geometry of the 3D models and the definition of a taxonomy 

of shape representation for generic tangible heritage. The objective is to define a set of core 

shape representations to be used in 3D-COFORM; define a meta-standard for extending the 

core set; define a set of geometric generic query operations. 

• Standards and infrastructures. The user requirements with respect to both an approach to 

standards and their adoption, and to the specific collection of previously defined standards, 

which will have direct impact on the design of the repository and which the project’s tools 

will be required to address. 

• Provenance documentation requirements. The user requirements for a documentation 

methodology for tracing the creation and management of the 3D model and the meta/para-

data linked to it and including an encoding of this trace with other provenance information 

about the object.  

• Long term digital preservation requirements. The huge quantity of data that 3D-

COFORM aims to produce is subject to rapid technological advance and these requirements 

address the needs for this data to be preserved and accessible in the future. 

• Intellectual property rights protection. The requirements underpinning a strategy to allow 

the access and exploitation of the data to be controlled. 

 

The 3D-COFORM consortium believes in the concept of “use-inspired research”, and hence the 

user will be at the centre of our development. This applies to both setting the directions of the 

research (the subject of this report) and to evaluating intermediate and later results. Hence, the 

requirements are informed by user reactions to usage scenarios and the usability of the tools will be 

evaluated based on testing with cultural institutions. Although cultural heritage professionals can 

provide qualified insight for usability evaluation, some 3D-COFORM tools are intended to be so 

easy to apply that it is possible to have users who are informed volunteers or less technically 

minded. Such users are expected to form a substantial body of available effort for cultural 

preservation in the future, and hence their empowerment through the provision of appropriate tools 

is an intrinsic and essential part of mobilising this capacity through the expected development of 

social networking and tools. In addition, our CH partners will participate as evaluators of the 

usability testing programs and protocols for the tools. 

The involvement of several cultural heritage institutions has allowed and will continue to allow 

3D-COFORM to contribute their knowledge and expertise, providing the user perspective on the 

domain from both a scientific and a public point of view. On the other hand, the intervention and 

experience of the technical partners in their field of competence, allows the project to convert the 

user requirement perspective into clear specifications and guidance on standards. This can then be 

successfully adopted in the technical work packages (WPs). 
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2. Contributors 
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Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (SMB/PK) 

Marc Bormand Conservateur en chef Musée du Louvre, Musée du Louvre, Paris 

John Clinton Project Manager, 3D-COFORM, University of Brighton, UK 
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Christophe Dessaux Head of the Office for Research and Technology, Ministry of Culture 
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Guillaume Fonkenell Chargé de l’histoire du Louvre, Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Andreas Georgopoulos Professor, National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) 
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Mohamed Nabil Hessen Head of Research, Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural 

Heritage, Egypt 

Marinos Ioannides Representative for Cyprus at the European Commission 

Morwena Joly Head of the Department for Archives and New Technologies, Centre for 

Research and Restoration of the Museums of France 

Angelo Marzollo Professor/UNESCO consultant, Universita' di Udine 

Christiane Naffah Director of the Centre for Research and Restoration of the Museums of 

France 

Franco Niccolucci Director of the Science and Technology in Archaeology Research 

Center (STARC), Cyprus 

Denis Pitzalis Researcher in Archaeological Sciences, Science and Technology in 

Archaeology Research Center (STARC), Cyprus 

Raffaela Rimaboschi Company Manager, Artconservation, Polo Museale of Florence, State 

administration, Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Italy 

Anne-Solène Rolland Responsable du pôle conservation-restauration, Musée du Quai Branly, 
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Kriste Sibul Documentation Working Group Coordinator, Committee for 

Conservation, International Council of Museums 

James Stevenson Photographic Manager, Victoria and Albert Museum, London 

Lucrezia Ungaro Director, Museum of the Imperial Forums, Rome 

 

 

There were additional discussions at the Victoria and Albert Museum workshops in May and August 

2009; the UCL workshop on “The life-cycle of a 3D artefact” in September 2009 (which included 

representatives from English Heritage, the UK National Trust, the Museum of London; the Victoria 

and Albert Museum; the Liverpool Museum and other cultural institutions). In addition, partners 

contributed feedback from discussions at other gatherings – for example attendance and 

presentation at EVA Florence (May 2009); Liaison presentation and discussion meeting with the V-

City project (May 2009); Meeting of the European Association of Historic Towns and Regions in 

Vilnius (July, 2009); Liaison meeting with the Focus-K3D Coordination Action at VSMM (Sept 

2009). 

 

It is of course an essential part of debate that not all opinions will align and hence the results 

reflected here are constructed to achieve a consistent set of broadly agreed requirements. There are 

undoubtedly those who would like to see more and those who would like to see less – for example 

in the area of regulation and imposition of standards. This report of necessity presents a 

compromise on the opinions collected. 
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3. Introduction 

This document is the first of two reports that will be produced by the 3D-COFORM project on 

user requirements for tools for collection formation in the Cultural Heritage sector. The 3D-

COFORM consortium includes five high profile institutions from the Cultural Heritage sector from 

across Europe: 

• Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de France (C2RMF), France; 

• Centre for Documentation of Cultural and Natural History (CULTNAT), Egypt; 

• Victoria and Albert Museum (VAM), United Kingdom; 

• The Cyprus Institute (CyI), Cyprus; 

• Media Integration and Communication Centre (MICC), Italy. 

 

In addition, all other members of the consortium are experienced in collaborating with a range of 

cultural institutions. In addition, the Sector Advisory Board (SAB) includes the following 

organisations: 

• The Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza (Museum and Institute of History of Science – 

IMSS), Florence. 

• The Museum of Imperial Fora, Rome. 

• The Museum of Roman Civilisation. Rome. 

• Polo Museale Fiorentino. (Special office of the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage in 

Florence) 

• The Painted Churches in the Troodos Region (UNESCO World Heritage Site), Cyprus 

• Department of Antiquities, Ministry of Communications and Works (including access to 

World Heritage Sites in Cyprus, as well as archaeological museums) 

• Tuscany Region (Giunta Regionale) 

• The Louvre Museum, Paris, France 

• The Staatliche Museen zu Berlin 

• The Musee du Quai Branly, France 

• The Prado Museum, Madrid, Spain. 

 

The Sector Advisory Board was created to review and comment on the project’s progress and 

relevance to the sector and met for the first time in Feb 2009 primarily to provide background and 

guide the production of this report. 

The project thus brings together a very substantial body of prior knowledge of user requirements 

for the cultural sector. This document therefore builds on this background by examining the user 

needs for 3D and adding to a body of knowledge about more generic requirements of technology in 

cultural heritage organisations.  

The aim of the project is to enable institutions such as these to develop, manage, visualise, 

navigate, search and exploit their valuable digital resources using the most up to date technologies 

in 3D data acquisition, semantic organisation, analysis and interrogation, and in dissemination to a 

broader public. 

This document presents an initial analysis of the user requirements to be used to derive the initial 

specifications of the 3D-COFORM integrating framework. 

These initial analyses of the requirements will be used by the technical partners to define the 
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development direction of their tools. Therefore, a set of working prototypes will be developed from 

the specifications derived from this document.  These prototypes will be made available so that they 

can be evaluated appropriately by the 3D-COFORM user supporting community to test both the 

tools and their accompanying protocols for use (also known as business processes). 

In the revision to this reportthe user needs and the tool specifications will be updated based on 

the experience of applying and interpreting this document with partners, and of monitoring 

deployment exercises using tools with Cultural Heritage sector actors. 

3.1 Overview 

The main objective of 3D-COFORM is to make 3D digitisation of artefacts and sites a practical 

and standard way of documenting “tangible” cultural heritage. For this, 3D-COFORM will provide 

integrated technologies for navigation and searching gallery and museum collections using textual 

metadata, content-based analysis and classifications, based on appropriate ontologies, taxonomies 

and thesauri (or controlled vocabularies).  

To achieve this, a number of contributing objectives needs to be met in three main domains:  

• 3D digitisation 

• semantic organisation of data 

• use of data in sustainable operational models that take into account the results of socio-

economic impact analysis. 

To advance the state of the art in 3D digitisation requires researching and developing new or 

existing tools for 3D shape, surface type and material acquisition (addressing both active and 

passive acquisition methods), improving the range of shapes and materials which can be digitised, 

the fidelity of representation, the ergonomics of the acquisition processes and reducing the per-item 

cost. This means research in hardware and software tools and sustainable business processes that 

achieve sustainable enterprises. 

As the 3D data are acquired/generated they need to be integrated with metadata that describes the 

capture process and links to the other information on record for them. These collection items then 

need to be collected into a defined and organised framework which requires an open, integrated 

platform for the management of both individual 3D artefacts and the collection.  

Following consultation with CH organisations, such a repository would improve the state of the 

art by linking the 3D models and their metadata with additional information, such as: 

• structural components of the 3D models and parameters which define a particular instance 

within a more global context;  

• relations between individual models of 3D artefacts (fragmented, assemblies or collection of 

objects, for example); 

• digital provenance, i.e. employed sources, processes, tools and parameters and expert 

annotations about modelling assumptions; 

• description and semantic classification of the physical objects, their parts (not necessarily 

the same as the parts of the 3D digital artefact) and employed analogies ;their physical 

location(s); the history of the provenance and cultural-historical associations of the physical 

object; 

• links to other sources and related cultural-historical data, including data underpinning the 

historical and cultural provenance. 
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Initial reaction from those consulted supports the expectation in the 3D-COFORM work plan 

that both Semantic Web technologies and internationally-supported ontologies in the cultural 

heritage domain (e.g. interoperability with Dublin Core [DC], CIDOC Concept Reference Model 

[CIDOC]) are required. Ontologies are required to ingest, store, manipulate and export complex 

digital objects, their components and related metadata as well as to enable efficient access, use, 

reuse and preservation. Using these to underpin the repository will support future innovative 

algorithms to enrich metadata semantically from other sources, as automatically as possible, and 

this structured knowledge representation would also support search mechanisms based on the use of 

semantics from multiple domains (e.g. materials, geometry and text). This would then permit a 

range of advanced search techniques to be developed in support of novel, anticipated uses, many of 

which can be predicted but are not yet recognised as requirements in the community. However, 

there is a recognised requirement to maintain a knowledge infrastructure which will empower the 

development of future functionality in as yet under-defined directions. 

The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM), which has been developed by the CIDOC 

Documentation Standards Working Group as an ISO standard (ISO 21127: 2006), is concerned with 

Cultural Heritage information describing concepts and relations relevant to all types of material 

collected and displayed by galleries and museums.  It aims to support the exchange of relevant 

information across museums through coherent semantics and common vocabularies. Its use appears 

to be rapidly growing and awareness of its useful properties to be spreading. Since compatibility 

with ontologies expressed in Dublin Core and its extensions appears to be uniformly possible, using 

CIDOC CRM compatible approaches is seen as a requirement. 

The CIDOC CRM will therefore be used as a common starting point in 3D-COFORM for data 

interoperability between the partners and supporting Cultural Heritage institutions in the 

consortium.  Each gallery or museum schema will be mapped to the CIDOC CRM and the 

development of extensions in collaboration with the standards bodies where necessary (e.g. the 

current work of the community on an extension for recording digital provenance).   

The decision to target the 3D-COFORM interoperability over a CIDOC CRM structured 

collection is a significant and important point, and carries with it the requirement to ensure 

compatibility between a CIDOC CRM orientated 3D-COFORM repository and other interoperable 

digital libraries like Europeana, which may have initially targeted other approaches. 

In addition to supporting the requirement for data interoperability, the use of standardised 

ontologies, taxonomies and thesauri is required to establish common semantics for content-based 

analysis between diverse content containing, for example, 2D and 3D image collections. However, 

the standardised terminology will still need to be promoted and mapped to semantics used 

elsewhere. 

A uniformly reported requirement was the need to ensure that 3D digitisation is supported by a 

sustainable business model, both in terms of operational imperatives and in terms of the economics. 

A deeper understanding of the broader socio-economic impact is required in order to position 3D 

digitisation strategically in an enterprise’s overall portfolio. To achieve this understanding requires 

field experiments in the strategic planning and deployment of 3D digitisation tools as part of 

documentation campaigns to increase understanding of the practical challenges of mass and 

everyday digitisation. 

The sector also appears to require independent sources for high quality advice, in order to 

support decision-making about strategic developments in this field. This supports the view that the 

project should establish a sustainable Virtual Centre of Competence in 3D, which will support 
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Cultural Heritage institutions considering 3D digitisation campaigns, from an independent 

viewpoint. The centre could, and perhaps should, also encourage and support organisations and 

individuals engaged in creating user-created content. 

3.2 Methodology 

 This report brings together the results of consultations and analyses on the requirements of the 

Cultural Heritage sector, including types of analysis, terminology, source integration, etc that will 

underpin the developments of an advanced infrastructure to support the use of 3D documentation in 

Cultural Heritage applications. 

Three required categories of specifications can be identified: 

• User requirements: 

Identify what the final users (e.g. curators, librarians, the general public, publishers) require from 

practical 3D documentation systems and hence what will be expected from the tools developed by 

the project. The technical partners then need to map these requirements into the 

specification/protocols for the tools developed within the project and the final product:  

• Internal specifications: 

These are the specifications/standards that must/should be used within the project: 3D exchange 

format, adopted ontology, harvesting protocol, standards targeted, etc. This information is vital for 

the project itself, but only the practical implications (such as operational processes, costs or 

functional limitations) are relevant for the end user. 

• External specifications: 

These specify the operational protocols that implement the users’ functional requirements. They 

describe how the systems are used in the real world: how to preserve the data; how to protect them 

over time; how to document their sources and so on. This information is directly related to and 

dependent of the internal specifications and shows how the user needs are operationalised. 

 

This report draws evidence from: 

• The collection and analysis of existing studies on the topic. 

• Interviews with selected representatives via: 

◦ a one-day workshop at C2RMF (Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de 

France) in Paris in February 2009 at which the project’s expectations and experience of 

user needs were presented and discussed with an international panel and French 

specialists (3D-COFORM Sector Advisory Board). 

◦ a two-day workshop organised by the Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des 

Musées de France in Paris in February 2009 and the Victoria and Albert Museum in 

London in May 2009.  

◦ Use-case scenario consultations between individual technical partners and their Cultural 

Heritage collaborators. The following cases were explored: 

• Search and retrievialg of artworks. Scenario discussed by C2RMF, France and K.U. Leuven, 

Belgium; 

• Archaeological site modelling. Scenario discussed by the Cyprus Institute and University of 

East Anglia, UK; 

• Digital reconstruction and restoration. Scenario discussed by CULTNAT, Egypt and ETH, 

Switzerland; 

• Complicated material acquisition. Scenario discussed by MICC, Italy and ISTI-CNR, Italy, 
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UBonn, Germany; 

• Annotation. Scenario discussed by the Victoria and Albert Museum, UK and Fraunhofer 

IGD, Germany. 

 

The participants in additional consultations include the attendees at the Sector Advisor Board and 

other workshops in Paris in Feb 2009: 

 

3D-COFORM SECTOR ADVISORY BOARD AND ATTENDEES  (February 2009) 

Lon Addison Advisor to the Director of the World Heritage Centre, UNESCO, Paris 

David Arnold Dean of Management and Information Sciences and Coordinator, 3D-

COFORM, University of Brighton, UK 

Marco Berni Webmaster, Institute and Museum of the History of Science, Florence 

Andreas Bienert Director General - ICT-Department, and Chief-Information officer 

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (SMB/PK) 

Marc Bormand Conservateur en chef Musée du Louvre, Musée du Louvre, Paris 

John Clinton Project Manager, 3D-COFORM, University of Brighton, UK 

Anne Coulié Conservateur en chef au département AGER, Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Christophe Dessaux Head of the Office for Research and Technology, Ministry of Culture 

and Communication, France 

Mohamed Farouk Assistant Director for Information Technology, Center for 

Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage, Egypt 

Gabriele Finaldi Associate Director of Curatorship, Museo Nacional de el Prado, Madrid 

Guillaume Fonkenell Chargé de l’histoire du Louvre, Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Andreas Georgopoulos Professor, National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) 

Mohamed Nabil Hessen Head of Research, Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural 

Heritage, Egypt 

Marinos Ioannides Representative for Cyprus at the European Commission 

Morwena Joly Head of the Department for Archives and New Technologies, Centre for 

Research and Restoration of the Museums of France 

Angelo Marzollo Professor/UNESCO consultant, Universita' di Udine 

Christiane Naffah Director of the Centre for Research and Restoration of the Museums of 

France 

Franco Niccolucci Director of the Science and Technology in Archaeology Research 

Center (STARC), Cyprus 

Denis Pitzalis Researcher in Archaeological Sciences, Science and Technology in 

Archaeology Research Center (STARC), Cyprus 

Raffaela Rimaboschi Company Manager, Artconservation, Polo Museale of Florence, State 

administration, Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Italy 

Anne-Solène Rolland Responsable du pôle conservation-restauration, Musée du Quai Branly, 

Paris 

Kriste Sibul Documentation Working Group Coordinator, Committee for 

Conservation, International Council of Museums 

James Stevenson Photographic Manager, Victoria and Albert Museum, London 

Lucrezia Ungaro Director, Museum of the Imperial Forums, Rome 

 

 

There were additional discussions at the Victoria and Albert Museum workshops in May and August 
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2009; in the UCL workshop on “The life-cycle of a 3D artefact” in September 2009 (which 

included representatives from English Heritage, the UK National Trust, the Museum of London; the 

Victoria and Albert Museum; the Liverpool Museum and other cultural institutions). In addition, 

partners contributed feedback from discussions at other gatherings – for example attendance and 

presentation at EVA Florence (May 2009); Liaison presentation and discussion meeting with the V-

City project (May 2009); Meeting of the European Association of Historic Towns and Regions in 

Vilnius in July, 2009); Liaison discussion/meeting with the Focus-K3D Coordination Action at 

VSMM (Sept 2009). 

 

These results will be reviewed and further discussed at the 3D-COFORM workshop to be held at 

VAST2009 in September where clarifications will be made in order to ensure an effective 

translation of the user requirements into the initial systems specifications (D3.1 – First Year Report 

on the Repository Infrastructure). The results of that workshop will be an inputfor the 3D-

COFORM “integration week” in October 2009, which will agree the initial system specifications. 

 

The objective of these consultations was to use multidisciplinary forums for discussion of general 

user needs for later exploration in more detail with bi-party discussions. The meetings provided an 

opportunity for the participants to exchange ideas, interact freely, and share their differing 

perspectives. Hence, the workshops programmes encouraged a productive and creative interaction 

among all the working groups to formulate a common understanding of the project’s shared goals, 

and to identify synergies and conflicts. 

 

It is of course an essential part of debate that not all opinions will align and hence the results 

reflected here are constructed to achieve a consistent set of broadly agreed requirements. There are 

undoubtedly those who would like to see more and those who would like to see less – for example 

in the area of regulation and imposition of standards. This report of necessity presents a 

compromise on the opinions collected. 

 

The remainder of this document is structured into the following sections: 

 

Section 4 presents a definition of Cultural Heritage and the requirements implied by different types 

of heritage. It also identifies the different groups of users and requirements that each type of user 

presents. 

Section 5 reviews the impact of the state of the art in the area of repositories in semantic web and 

3D tools for acquisition systems on the requirements for current implementation. 

Section 6 presents a set of users scenarios. 

Section 7 details the identified users needs. 

Section 8 presents preliminary conclusions and an outline of the work that will be done to produce 

the interoperability framework. 
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4. Scoping the Domain for 3D-COFORM 

3D-COFORM’s aim is to make 3D a natural and practical way of documenting tangible cultural 

heritage. For this objective to be met and its requirements to be understood, a clear definition of the 

nature of the heritage to be documented and the extent of what is meant by documentation needs to 

be elaborated.  In this section interpretations that have been used are described and the various 

distinctions examined. 

4.1 Definition of Culture 

There have been many attempts to define Culture. Williams (1958) claims that “Culture is a way 

of life” and champions culture for the masses saying that “Culture is ordinary. Every human society 

has its own shape, purposes and meanings. Every society expresses these in institutions and in arts 

and learning”. The WTO (2001) defines culture as: “Other people’s lifestyles expressed through 

their religion; festivals; costumes; arts and crafts; architecture; music and dance; folklore; and 

literature… Culture is manifested in both the living and dynamic aspects of a people’s everyday life 

as well as in built heritage i.e. monuments and sites”. 

To date no single definition has been accepted that encompasses every meaning of the term 

Culture without it becoming too general. In response to this, some authors suggest examining the 

way in which the term is used. Williams (1983) identifies three categories in which the term Culture 

is used:  

1. A process of intellectual, spiritual and aesthetic development 

2. An indicative of a way of life 

3. Works and practices of intellectual and artistic activity 

 

Richards (1996) believes that usage has shifted away from the first category, towards the other 

categories. Therefore Culture can be viewed as a process which includes codes of conduct within a 

social group, or a product of individual or group activities to which meanings are attached. For 

example ‘High culture’ could refer to fine art. ‘Low culture’ could be referring to “soap operas”. 

Viewing Culture as a product has been criticised by some for commoditising Culture. Tourism is 

identified by industry observers as a significant factor in commoditising Culture. From these 

alternate views of Culture, it appears that a central theme is the differentiation in forms of 

expression, whether that is in terms of art, music, dance etc. 

4.1.1 Definition of Heritage 

The term Heritage was first used in the UK by the Museums Action Group for their “National 

Heritage” programme which designated “Heritage” coasts. The Heritage concept then spread across 

other countries. For example 1980 was “Heritage Year” in France. Heritage became a buzzword 

during the 1980s. Heritage has become a broad concept because it has been used to describe 

virtually anything with a link, however tenuous, with the past (Johnson and Thomas, 1995). 

 

The number of meanings for the term Heritage is increasing. The UNESCO World Heritage 

Scheme recognises two main types of Heritage: produced by man (Cultural Heritage) and 

produced by nature (Natural Heritage). Heritage is not static; it is evolving and belongs to many 

different groups of people. The UK Heritage Lottery Fund has defined Heritage as “that which is 

valued by the people” leading to a very broad definition of materials and projects into which 

Heritage Lottery Funds can be invested.  
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Ashworth and Tunbridge (1996) identified five commonly understood meanings of Heritage: 

• Heritage places – objects, buildings, sites, towns, districts, regions 

• Memories – collective and individual 

• Cultural and artistic production 

• Heritage landscapes and heritage flora and fauna 

• The Heritage industry – selling goods and services with a heritage component. 

 

Drummond and Yeoman (2001) define Heritage as: “What is or maybe inherited. This can 

include traditions, values, historical events, industrial machinery from a bygone era, historic houses, 

art collections, cultural activities and natural riches such as beaches, mountains, flora and fauna”. 

Heritage is not static; it involves recording historic development over time. It is dynamic and 

grows and changes through continuous interpretation and re-interpretation. Each generation 

redefines its heritage in response to new understandings, new experiences and new inputs. Heritage 

can also be viewed on an international, national, regional or local level. 

Those managing cultural or heritage assets serve a number of different user groups including: 

tourists, school children, ‘traditional owners’ such as indigenous or ethnic community groups, local 

residents and experts. These groups may have different, often conflicting interests. This raises the 

question of “whose heritage?” (Teo and Yeoh, 1996). 

According to Sofield and Li (2000) Heritage can have social and political dimensions: 

• Social: the key concept here is identity. Heritage allows individuals, communities and 

nations to define who they are, both to themselves and to others. Heritage may provide a sense of 

‘belonging’ to a culture or place. 

• Political: refers to the selection of one site over another. Interpretation and presentation may 

be used to sustain or overturn a particular version of history. 

Heritage may represent and be used to promote certain political or social values.  

4.1.2 Definition of Cultural Heritage 

The definitions of Culture and Heritage seem to overlap somewhat. Indeed definitions of Culture 

often include the word Heritage and vice versa. However, they differ in the sense that Culture seems 

to imply a way of life. Heritage seems to refer to something that can be passed from one 

generation to the next. Cultural Heritage is therefore evidence of a way of life that can be passed 

from one generation to another and from one community to another. 

Over the past thirty years, the concept of cultural heritage has been continually broadened. The 

Venice Charter (1964) made reference to “monuments and sites” and dealt with architectural 

heritage. The question rapidly expanded to cover groups of buildings, vernacular architecture, and 

industrial and 20th century built heritage. Over and above the study of historic gardens, the concept 

of “cultural landscape” highlighted the interpenetration of culture and nature.  

Cultural Heritage, as defined by international bodies from UNESCO to ICOM and ICOMOS, is 

commonly accepted to cover everything from Monuments to Museums and Sites. UNESCO (2004) 

has listed the main types of cultural heritage. It includes: Cultural Heritage Sites, Historic Cities, 

Cultural Landscapes, Natural Sacred Sites, Underwater Cultural Heritage, Museums, Moveable 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, Documentary and Digital Heritage, Cinematographic Heritage, Oral 

Traditions, Languages, Festive Events, Rites and Beliefs, Music and Song, The Performing Arts, 

Traditional Medicine, Literature, Culinary Traditions, Traditional sports and games.  

 

The INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL TOURISM CHARTER (1999) resulted in two 

classifications of Heritage: 

• Tangible Assets: Natural and cultural environments including: landscapes, historic places, 
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sites and built environments; 

• Intangible Assets: collections; past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living 

experiences. 

UNESCO too recognises that Cultural Heritage can be tangible or intangible 

(http://portal.unesco.org/ and http://whc.unesco.org/en/35/) 

 Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Intangible Cultural Heritage includes: 

• Practices 

• Representations 

• Expressions 

• Knowledge and skills that communities, groups and in some cases individuals recognise as 

part of their cultural heritage.  

 

It is sometimes referred to as living cultural heritage and is manifested in: 

• Oral traditions and expressions including language 

• Performing arts 

• Social practices, rituals, festivals and events 

• Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe 

• Traditional craftsmanship 

 Tangible Cultural Heritage 

Tangible Cultural Heritage involves all assets that have some physical embodiment of cultural 

values such as historic towns, buildings, archaeological sites, cultural landscapes and cultural 

objects or items of movable cultural property (McKercher and du Cros, 2002). 

For the purpose of this study, we will consider the following assets: Monuments; Groups of 

Buildings; Sites; Museums and other collections of physical artefacts. 

• "Monuments" include all structures (together with their settings and pertinent fixtures and 

contents) which are of value from the historical, artistic, architectural, scientific or 

ethnological point of view. This definition shall include works of monumental sculpture  

• Sites include elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings 

and all combinations of such features. They typically represent evidence of buildings or 

monuments that have become disused. 

• A "group of buildings" includes all groups of separate or connected buildings and their 

surroundings, whether urban or rural, which, because of their architecture, their 

homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of value from the historical, artistic, 

scientific, social or ethnological point of view. As buildings they would be expected to have 

current, on-going and developing uses, which potentially differ from their original purposes 

and may represent different cultural values. 

• Museum and other collections. Collections are groupings of artefacts whose commonality 

typically does not relate to their original physical location. In the case of museum 

collections, current co-location relates primarily to the motivation for the formation of the 

museum and curatorial policy since. Other commonalities might relate function (e.g. a 

collection of shoes), material (as in a collection of ceramics); activity (as in a collection 

related to a specific sport); originator (e.g. a designer’s archive) or medium (e.g. a collection 

of films or books). 
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Interaction between Tangible and Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Although Tangible Cultural Heritage involves all assets that have some physical embodiment of 

cultural values, their significance lies in the values associated with them and this is more commonly 

a value recognised within the definition of Intangible Heritage. Furthermore the meaning associated 

with such assets changes with time, due to the way in which the tangible assets transcend the era in 

which they were originally created and as new experience of them is added to their history, their 

significance to current society also moves on. A public sculpture, funded by public subscription, to 

commemorate, for example, an heroic figure in the First World War, would have a significance to 

those who subscribed, but as the years go by the sculpture may become valued as a meeting place 

for the current younger generation and associated with their youth and experience of growing up. 

Research in Sussex with the Sussex sculptures project has shown that the values are associated with 

the sculpture. In addition tangible heritage may include tangible evidence of intangible heritage 

(e.g. decoration depicting myths or inscriptions recording one version of an oral tradition). 

 

Significance of Heritage 

An individual heritage item might be considered significant on a number of bases. English 

Heritage recognise four types of significance or value and an artefact may have significance in one 

or more of these respects, which will influence the priorities in the deployment of scarce resources 

for preservation and the need for digital documentation in terms of the key characteristics that it is 

necessary to record  -  i.e. the digitisation “requirements”.  The four facets of value, which clearly 

overlap and interact are: 

Historic: The artefact is illustrative or associated with a significant historical event 

Aesthetic: The artefact has intrinsic artistic value 

Communal: The artefact has commemorative, social or religious value to a community 

Evidential: The artefact provides evidence of a civilisation, a period or for some other aspect of 

cultural heritage. 

 

Movable and Immovable Tangible Heritage 

A distinction is often made between movable and immovable heritage to distinguish between the 

first three categories above (monuments, sites and buildings) and collection of artefacts as in the 

fourth category. However this division is somewhat arbitrary for a number of reasons: 

i. “Immovable” heritage is frequently displaced – ranging from local movement by nature (e.g. 

earthquake), deliberate act whether malicious (e.g. explosion) or well intentioned (e.g. 

the re-location of a monument to preserve it) 

ii. Items considered initially immovable heritage may become moveable items, ranging from 

moving parts of a monument (e.g. the Parthenon Marble sculptures in the British 

Museum, to the range) to the relocation of a statue designed to be located on a particular 

site. 

iii. Moveable items may become immovable (e.g. museum artefacts that it is not acceptable to 

try and move for reasons of security or fragility – in essence they become immovable). In 

these cases limited mobility (e.g. inside the confines of the museum) may be possible. 

iv. Movable items have significance in a context which may be an event or an (immovable) 

place (e.g. an inexpensive ceramic bowl melted by the heat of the atomic bomb at 

Hiroshima) or in juxtaposition with other movable items (e.g. a work of art designed as 

one of a set; a volume in a set of books; one of a pair of ceramic vases). Potentially in 

such cases digitisation can virtually relocate a movable item with a context of 
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significance. This may involve what is increasingly becoming known as “digital 

repatriation” – potentially a sensitive and politically-charged approach in which virtual 

representations of an artefact are displayed in the “original” context – or the definition of 

a virtual context which represents a context of significance in the artefact’s history and in 

which the original artefact is displayed. 

 

Although the distinction is flawed in absolute terms, it does however highlight different challenges 

that are reflected in user requirements. Obviously the digitisation of immovable heritage requires 

the skills and technologies to record the cultural heritage in situ, whereas movable heritage may be 

brought to a specialist facility. 

4.2 Requirements arising from different types of heritage 

The differences between types of heritage described in Section 4.1 produce different 

requirements for digitisation and for Cultural Heritage applications in each area. The main 

requirements for each aspect are as follows: 

i. Tangible Heritage. Since tangible heritage artefacts are physical items, requirements 

include a specification of the physical interaction between the digitisation process and the 

artefact. Clearly a basic requirement is that any digitisation method should be non-invasive 

and minimise the need to touch the artefact. For this reason digitisation technologies relying 

on contact between a sensor and the artefact are unlikely to be acceptable, but there remain 

requirements to evaluate the risks of accidental contact with the artefact and its 

surroundings. For example a method that requires the construction of a rigid gantry adjacent 

to the artefact will involve an engineering challenge and potential risks which need 

evaluating and minimising. 

 

It is also clear that the digitisation methods must be sufficiently accurate to record features 

of significance, although in practice this is likely to be a relative measure, depending upon 

the scale of the artefact and the uses to which the data is put. Accuracy required over a 

kilometre of an archaeological site is likely to be lower in absolute terms than the local 

accuracy required to display the features of a particular piece of carved ivory. 

 

In most display media relative might relate to the resolution of the display – e.g. 1-5000 

elements across the size of any displayed view. However the accuracy of the underlying 

recorded data will either need to be more accurate than 1/5000
th
 of the view (to allow 

generation of close-up views and techniques such as anti-aliasing) or additional pseudo-

detail may be required to be generated through interpolation or other procedural techniques 

if smooth display is to be maintained. This in turn places requirements on the display tools to 

be able to supply documentation of the approach taken and methods used for a full 

understanding of the meaning and limitations of what is seen on the display. These 

requirements will have to be supported via a digital provenance scheme which is required to 

cover all aspects of the processing and refinement of the data. (See requirements arising 

from the available technologies in Section 6). 

 

a. Movable. The influence of the fact that an artefact is movable on the requirements for 

digital documentation is probably three-fold. Firstly because the artefact is movable, 

the specification of digitisation protocol must be very clear including the expectation 

of whether the preparation of the artefact for digitisation will require handling of the 

object. Secondly the artefact is likely to range in size from (say) <10mm across to 
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perhaps 5-10 metres in the case of large statuary. In turn because the significant 

features are likely to reflect the overall scale of the artefact, highly accurate absolute 

values are likely to be required in recording geometric and calorific properties. 

Thirdly the recording of the associated metadata is likely to require at least two 

contexts – an “original” location where information exists and the current location 

and surroundings in the place to which the object has been moved. Many will have a 

third context – the context from which the artefact was recovered before being moved 

to the current site. In some cases this will be the same as the original location, though 

many artefacts will have a long history of moves in between. 

 

b. Immovable. Immovable heritage brings with it the requirement that the digitisation 

technologies are themselves portable, or at least transportable, and the complication 

that every site of immovable heritage will present different challenges of access.  This 

may mean that digitisation has to be conducted at some distance from the artefact, 

and with restrictions on the field of view and requirement to manufacture bespoke 

equipment and/or use remotely controlled sensing devices (e.g. aerial). In addition the 

digitisation is likely to be conducted in environmental conditions that are not under 

the control of the digitisation team. These challenges may mean that potential 

requirements (e.g. for absolute accuracy in geometric recording) are substantially 

harder or even impossible to deliver with current technologies. In these circumstances 

practicality and compromise is almost certainly going to result in potential future 

demand to re-digitise when the tools are improved. 

 

ii. Intangible Heritage 

The documentation of intangible heritage must by definition involve a degree of uncertainty. 

For example, the recording of oral tradition could involve data entry of text which has been 

used to tell a traditional story, but this can only be at best the recording of one version of an 

evolving narrative. Similarly with performances of traditional dance, demonstrations of craft 

skills etc the recording will be of only one interpretation. 

 

In many cases intangible heritage can be manifested in different evolutionary developments 

with the same root of a traditional narrative developing over time into different significances 

in contemporary communities or changing its meaning over time within the same 

community. This sense of development over time is an intrinsic part of the significance of 

intangible heritage, whether in its own right or when associated with tangible evidence. 

Similarly different communities will form their own associations with the same place, 

potentially transforming the significance in different cultural spaces. Documenting these 

multi-vocal, multi-cultural histories on an even basis is increasingly recognised as a 

requirement and touches on the growing importance of recording the significance of heritage 

from a personal viewpoint, including professionally moderated or lay opinions (as in “user-

created content”). In order to record such information meaningfully both the intangible 

heritage and its provenance, as represented by the originator and community of origin, need 

to be recorded. 

 

iii. Significance. Different types are likely to be reflected in the ways in which information, 

both metadata and content, is required to record the significance as part of the document, 

with different aspects having priority. Priorities may be reflected in the optimisation and 

logical organisation of the underlying data in the expectation of different types of 
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interrogation and search, but it is probable that any significant item will have elements of 

most types of significance. Likely searches for each type include: 

a. Historic – actors in the historic event or place at the time or times that the artefact 

became significant. It is possible that additional information will be textually based 

and in fact may link to textual information (e.g. particularly inscriptions) or 

iconography recorded on the physical artefact. Decoration of an artefact may also 

depict historic events through images or reliefs. 

b. Aesthetic – analysis of the elements of the artefact that give rise to its aesthetic 

significance; association with information about other known exemplars of this type 

of aesthetic significance; association with information about artistic or design schools 

or movements;  

c. Communal - association with information about the community or communities for 

whom the artefact is significant and why this artefact is significant; their cultural 

values, practices and history 

d. Evidential - association with information about what evidence it is that the artefact 

provides and why experts believe that the artefact is evidence. 

Data representations, which allow for each of these areas of significance to be recorded for all 

artefacts, are likely to be required, but where aspects are less significant less data may be 

available. 

4.3 Identification of Users Communities 

For the purposes of the report, user communities can be defined as all professionals and non 

professionals, specialists and non-specialists, who, for either personal or professional motives, 

create, acquire, use, or maintain Cultural Heritage IT tools and applications.  

Due to the heterogeneity of the Cultural Heritage sector, a clear identification is not an easy task; 

however we can identify these main categories: 

• Cultural Heritage professionals (Curators, Historians, Archaeologists, Archivists, etc.) 

• Technical users 

• Commissioners (Profit/non-profit) 

• Public Users 

• Communities drawn together by shared interests. 

 

Among each of these main user communities, several sub-categories with specific needs in IT 

tools can be identified.  

• Cultural Heritage Professionals 

This class of user normally has a background related to art history, archaeology, archival 

science, conservation, museology, librarianship, etc. They have in depth knowledge of some 

area or areas of Cultural Heritage, the associated objects and their environments. CH 

professionals usually need to access very accurate information about the individual objects, 

the collection of objects and the related contextual information. This means the necessity to 

create a complete catalogue containing or referencing all the information about a collection’s 

history, the provenance of the individual object and of its metadata. Typically this 

community needs to be aware of the legislation for the use and the respect of copyright and 

Intellectual Property Rights. They not only need to access a detailed set of metadata, but also 

the images / models they use often need to be of very high quality to better appreciate the 

smallest detail. They understand the need to work close to the artefact when working with 

the physical artefacts, and would not be surprised if they had to access the highest quality 
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digital assets via a system / repository in, for example,a Local Area Network (LAN). 

However, increasing the applications which will bring greatest novelty and benefit will 

involve registered access through an intranet or secure access across the internet. In 

discussions with this group of users they emphasised long term preservation and 

accessibility along with Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights protection in relation to 

their needs of 3D artefacts and collections 

• Technical Users 

Technical Users are those that handle the tools to produce scientific data. They can be 

engineers, photographers, 3D modellers but also those who manage the system like the 

database or system administrators. These do not always have an art background but they 

frequently have knowledge of the field. Their requirements relate to technical needs to ease 

their ability to deliver the systems that the Cultural Heritage professionals need, such as 

standardised data formats and systems with adequate documentation, support and training 

materials. 

• Commissioners 

Commissioners can be for-profit or not for-profit. They can be entrepreneur, SME or the 

Cultural Heritage institutions themselves. They are usually interested in an overview of the 

whole system, practical information about the environment, thematic information and 

anything that can be exploited, for example, by the tourism industry. The commercial use of 

cultural content is quickly growing especially in the creative industries, journal publishing 

etc. These stake holders are interested in high quality images / models, a quick/dynamic 

delivery system and a clear solution for copyright issues of the content.  Commissioners can 

be local Authorities, and other owners of heritage. They require clear business models to 

support the investment in development of strategic resources. The return on this may be in 

terms of social returns (quality of life for citizens etc) or in terms of economic return either 

to a heritage site or other manager of the assets. 

• Public Users 

Public users are the widest and more heterogeneous category. We can identify two main 

types: virtual visitors (multimedia, website, books, catalogues) and in-person visitors. The 

public is likely to need online access to existing materials, detailed information about the 

collections exhibited, and the option to follow a “virtual tour” of their choice (navigate). For 

this they need information on the institute like opening hours, current events, and current 

exhibitions. Furthermore, they must be provided with good quality images and information, 

contextualisation, thematic and geographic information about the events or the objects. 

Physical access to “advanced information” like catalogues, books, multimedia etc in situ 

will also be required unless and until digital access to the complete set of materials is 

available. Access to such “digital surrogates” is extremely unlikely to be satisfactory in all 

cases due to the additional information such as annotations and alterations that would be 

difficult to capture completely. 

 

One form of public access will be from interested learners and student researchers who 

could be considered as pre-professional or hobby-ist users. Such users may well benefit 

from digital access to assets that are in storage, though, since they are currently unlikely to 

have access to stored items this must be considered as a potential additional benefit of 

digitisation as opposed to a strict requirement. More than other groups they also require 

connectedness in accessing and interrogating many sources of information in parallel in 

order to allow “idle exploration” – the browsing of content without obvious specific purpose 

– which can allow unexpected linkages between different apparently unrelated areas to be 
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discovered. 

• Communities of Interest 

Such groups of users may include members of each of the other categories here, but they 

bring together their differing backgrounds and skill sets in the context of shared values and 

interests. The requirements they have in respect of the tools they use may be shared with 

those of similar background from other categories, but these requirements in terms of skill 

sets may be overlaid with particular needs for specialist, controlled thesauri. 

 

There is an inherent conflict between the “requirements” of different user categories. The most 

obvious is the conflict between the most stringent interpretation of “preservation” and the 

requirement for access. Another potential conflict is between political pressures for economic 

sustainability, which tends to encourage cultural heritage managers to restrict and control aspects 

such as copyright, while politicians (sometimes the same politicians) insist that if it is publicly 

owned then the public should have access in some form for free. A more subtle balance is between 

rigid control of access rights and the potential invisibility of the resources and there are also 

concerns such as the potential for public availability of information to be used for malicious 

purposes such as religious or political attack, or to plan criminal activity. 

 

It should be apparent that where the “requirements” of different groups of users are in conflict 

they cannot all be met. The resolution of such conflicts is not within the remit or responsibility of a 

project such as 3D-COFORM – the project can draw attention to the issues, but other authorities 

will need to take decisions that will not be the same in all cases. 3D-COFORM tools need to be 

established in such a way that the results of community decisions can be implemented, though not 

all such decisions can be reversed, put simply – once information has been released to a broader 

context on the internet it is virtually impossible to retract and secure. 

 

At a public-dissemination level the accuracy will need to sustain display of features necessary to 

illustrate the messages to be conveyed. Thus a very small artefact will need an absolute accuracy 

which reflects ability to view the detail of the artefact. The difficulty of course is to know what 

views may be expected to be used, though analysis of the items of significance may assist in 

predicting the likely display requirements. 

 

Professionals are likely to want to be able to support different analyses of the digitised artefacts. 

These scientific applications are likely to require much greater detail in the digitisation and 

representation of the artefact, depending upon the value and significance that it is considered to 

have. 
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5. Influence of requirements on technological choices 

The requirements highlighted above have many implications for the choices of technologies to 

deliver the required functionality. At one level of course there are many tools, targeting as many 

purposes, each of which involves functionality for which there may be several potential routes to 

delivery. But even at this stage it is possible to predict some current technologies that have more 

potential than others by identifying how their capabilities address the demands of representing the 

user groups’ needs. 

In the sections that follow we examine current technology trends in order to highlight the 

requirements they might meet in each area and suggest promising lines of development. In Section 

6 detailed use case scenarios are described in which individual tool designers have explored the 

more generic issues and instantiated them for particular tool sets and applications. 

5.1 Repositories’ technologies for search and research 

The user communities and their needs, as outlined above, demonstrate the requirements for many 

different entry points in searching across multiple datasets. The point of entry of any search into the 

repository may reflect interests originating from, or relating to (amongst other potential candidates):  

• place (e.g. planning a tourist’s weekend); 

• people (e.g. tracing the life of a particular artist and the evidence in digital collections 

around the world); 

• communities (e.g. representation of the cultural values of Judaism through art); 

• time (e.g. drawing all information and evidence together relating to European explorers in 

Africa in the 19
th
 century) or;  

• particular activities (e.g. the evidence of spread of particular traditional skills through 

population migrations and nomadic lifestyles). 

Indeed the diversity of entry points will be as great as the number of bases on which individual 

users of a cultural heritage repository may draw significance. If the same artefact typically has 

different significance to a number of communities, and if the type of search and research supported 

has to span from serious professional research (e.g. in art history) to touristic enquiry from members 

of the public, then the implication is that a rich ontological structure where the repository can be 

efficiently accessed from many perspectives would be well suited to supporting the user 

requirements across multiple applications. 

This wide variety of points of entry implies the use of rich interconnections within the data 

repository – often associated with the technologies of the Semantic Web. The ontological structures 

that support such rich semantics in standard systems are likely to be based on international 

standards such as CIDOC CRM, rather than the essentially flat structures with metadata lists 

encoded in variants of the Dublin Core. 

Many of the access systems to such rich repositories of data will be based on the technologies being 

developed as the underpinnings of the Semantic Web. This is an area of technological innovation 

that continues to develop fast. A user requirement in this area must be that any decision to adopt a 

specific technology now does not preclude the use of the data in future systems based on technical 

solutions yet to be implemented. 
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5.2 Requirements of 3D scanning technologies 

The 3D-COFORM project is based on the assertion that 3D documentation is a more efficient 

route to providing thorough documentation of 3D Cultural Heritage items. Historically such 

artefacts have been documented by textual description, including dimensions and more recently 

augmented by photographs. However individual photographs can only record appearance from one 

direction and the need for enhancing a single view has led to the use of multiple images to improve 

2D documentation of 3D objects. As the number of 2D views increases the effective documentation 

covers more of the underlying 3D object. In 3D-COFORM the intent is that sufficient 

documentation is recorded to create a complete 3D representation, which can then be stored, 

analysed and viewed from any direction. Volumetric models with internal structure and models 

incorporating kinematic properties may be required for full documentation of 3D objects and 

assemblies, but these are not produced directly by the scanning technologies, but rather require 

additional processing and modelling. 

In recent years the development of the use of techniques for data capture about the surface of 

three-dimensional artefacts has allowed more geometrical and structural information to be recorded. 

Several approaches have been developed each of which addresses different circumstances and 

records different characteristics of the 3D artefact (Blais, 2004). The capabilities of different 

technologies vary in terms of the resolution of the scanning devices; the operational requirements, 

the ability to operate in different environmental conditions, their requirement for trained personnel 

in their operations. Some technologies may enable internal microstructure as well as the general 

geometry of cultural objects to be studied. 

 Scanning technologies work without coming into contact with the artefact and hence fulfil the 

expectation that recording devices will not come into physical contact with the artefact. In addition 

their luminous intensity is limited to relatively small values and thus does not cause material 

damage (e.g. by bleaching pigments). These two properties make them particularly adapted for the 

applications in Cultural Heritage, where non-invasive and non-destructive analyses are crucial for 

the protection of heritage. 

Different families of scanning technologies have different properties and can be used according 

to the nature of the artefacts to be recorded, operational imperatives and the environmental 

conditions. There is already considerable experience in the 3D-COFORM consortium about the use 

of such technologies in the field to undertake digitisation campaigns and create an inventory of 

cultural sites. However there are significant variations between their capabilities which must be 

taken into account in formulating campaign strategies. 

The main techniques of scanning are laser scanning, structured light scanning, time-of-flight and 

photogrammetry (Fig. 2). For the reasons outlined above, methods of 3D acquisition which require 

physical contact are excluded here. All of these techniques have, as the end point of the 

documentation, a model of the surface, produced as a set of points in 3D, with alternative methods 

of constructing a surface on which all the points lie, and a colour texture which is attached to the 

surface at any point. However the different acquisition technologies affect the inherent 

characteristics and suitability of the resulting data. 

For example, triangulation techniques can produce greater accuracy than time-of-flight, but can 

only be used at relatively short range. Thus where great accuracy is a requirement it can normally 

only be provided with access to the object to be digitised from perhaps < 1m and thus, if physical 

access to the artefact is difficult or requires the construction of special gantries, other constraints 

come to bear (e.g. using non-invasive techniques and limitations of cost in digitisation). 

Alternatively if on a specific site physical access is impractical without unacceptable levels of 
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invasive methods, then sensing from a greater distance may require time of flight techniques and 

the results with current technologies may be less accurate. 

These limitations of specific technologies are not user requirements – the user may require a 

level of accuracy and costs for their application to be practical and any technology that can deliver 

this combination would meet these requirements. However, for practical implementation in the 

current state of the art, a specific combination may limit the technologies that can deliver. 

In all cases the sensors deliver a set of views that give the depth from the sensor of each visible 

point on a surface. To document a complete surface including occlusions, several scans need to be 

aligned and combined. The methods used to complete this process are an intrinsic part of the 

documentation technique and may be built into the package available from a particular scanning 

tool. This challenges the definitions of what might be considered the “original” raw data from the 

point of view of user requirements that include storing “original” data for potential later processing 

as the combination techniques improve. However, it remains the case that many users believe that 

long-term preservation of the “raw” data is a requirement, without an in-depth understanding of the 

implications of the requirement or an agreed interpretation of the definition of “raw” in this context. 

Indeed the definition will vary according to the technology in question and genuinely raw data may 

be less useful than the first stage of processed data in the longer term. The user requirement is 

probably best expressed as the long-term storage of the initial data produced as input to application 

level processes. 

Part of the processing that leads to the creation of a complete 3D model involves the recognition 

and removal of any parts of a scan that do not record the artefact itself but the background to it in 

the scanning location. This cleaning of the scan data is another aspect of the complete recording 

process and as such is a potential opportunity for errors to become introduced. User requirements 

are for the background to be safely and easily identified and removed from the raw scans. This 

process also complicates the definition of “raw” data and the perceived requirement for its 

preservation. 

There is a well recognised need for the recording process to include information about the 

specific hardware and software used in the process and increasingly instruments are designed to 

include these data automatically.  Some instruments also include some environmental data 

automatically e.g. date, time, and GPS recording are becoming commonplace and the likelihood of 

recording of other items (e.g. temperature) is increasing and this trend is likely to continue. 
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5.2.1 Laser scanning 

A laser scanner is usually made of a laser source (generally a red laser diode, with a wavelength 

of about 650nm) and a camera. The laser light reflected from an object is acquired by a CCD 

camera, and 3D data is then created by triangulation to determine distance information. The 

working principle is based on the optical triangulation: a light source illuminates an object and an 

image of this light spot is then formed, by means of a lens, on the surface of a linear light sensitive 

sensor. By measuring the location of the light spot image the distance of the object from the 

instrument can be determined, provided the baseline and the angles are known. This type of 

instrument therefore computes the 3D position on the surface based on triangulation. 

5.2.2 Structured-light scanning 

Three-dimensional scanning using a particular pattern of white light is called structured light 

scanning or fringe projection scanning. It consists of projecting a series of alternated dark and 

bright stripes on an object and to record the deformed patterns of light with a camera. The projector 

and the camera being usually fixed on a rigid column, and forming a known angle, it is possible to 

measure all the parameters of the triangle formed by the camera, the projector and a projected fringe 

(Fig. 3). The projection of structured light on an object can be observed from a different perspective 

as a deformed pattern according to the shape of the object. Structured light systems are therefore an 

alternative triangulation method. 

Triangulation methods can achieve the greatest accuracy of current technologies with accuracy 

below 1mm depending upon the instrument and the scanning setup. Where the object surface has 

inclusions holes in the scans may result from some orientations of scanning. These are removed by 

aligning and combining scans from several orientations. 

Figure 2: Taxonomy of 3D data capture 
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5.2.3 Time-of-flight 

Time-of-flight scanners (also called ranging scanners) use a pulsed laser beam which is reflected 

by the surface of the object to be scanned. After the emission, the time spent by the light to return to 

a laser receiver is measured to compute the distance of the point of reflection, using an assumed 

speed of light. Ranging scanners are able to measure much longer distances than instruments that 

work by triangulation. They are, however, less accurate and especially so at close range. The 

accuracy is between some millimetres and two or three centimetres, depending to some extent on 

the distance between the object and the scanner (object distance). 

Time-of-flight scans may provide a wider reference framework into which the results of more 

accurate triangulation scans can be placed. 

5.2.4 Photogrammetry 

The photogrammetry is the analysis of two-dimensional photographs to extract three-

dimensional information. At least two images are necessary to reconstruct a three-dimensional 

model of the object. Homologous points are set on the pairs of images, the intersection of light rays 

going from an object point to a camera allows to produce the three-dimensional co-ordinates of the 

points of interest.  This technique operates on the same principle as the human vision system. The 

main advantages of such an approach are the simple instrumentation needed, usually one or more 

digital cameras, and the speed of acquisition. The accuracy of the digitised models, however, is 

somewhat poor, typically some millimetres. 

5.3 Requirements of inter-relating 3D and metadata 

The descriptions above treat the user requirements for the capture and storage of existing 

metadata and its linkage to the cultural heritage knowledge base, and the 3D aspects of the artefact 

Figure 3: La Gioconda, Monna Lisa, painted by Leonardo da Vinci, inv. n. 

779, Paintings dept., Louvre Museum. Acquisition with structured light. 
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as independent processes. However, it is the combination of these elements of documentation that 

will represent the artefact within the repository – the shape of the artefact has little significance 

without the linkage to a representation of our knowledge about it. In general 3D objects are not 

single entities but may contain many separate subset of elements when analysed from different 

perspectives. In text-based documentation the language used to describe artefacts may not attempt 

any such segmentation, or may describe parts of the artefact in linguistic terms, perhaps by 

reference to images.  

However, the segmentation of an object into surface regions or sub-volumes, of specific interest 

along different “axes of interest” is an essential part of the documentation required to allow 

different points of entry into a semantically-rich repository, so that more sophisticated, spatially-

based, analyses and interrogations are enabled. Thus an archaeological find that is a fragment of 

masonry might embody information along a number of axes of interest, corresponding to different 

potential analyses of a collection of such artefacts. Information about the broken surfaces, for 

example, might permit analysis across the set to discover related parts. Information about 3D design 

embedded in the objects surface might give a point of entry into the analysis of the original setting 

of the stone, whilst surface decoration might relate to inscription, artistic decoration (perhaps 

embodying other features with informational content), or clues of links to other items.  

The inter-relation of sub-parts of the 3D artefact to other data and metadata is not systematically 

included in existing documentation and hence its recording is part of the enrichment of data sources 

that ought to be part of the benefits of the digital repository. However the investment required 

toachieve a critical mass of such data should not be underestimated. This is a long-term exercise. 

The user requirement in this area is that the repositories of 3D artefacts should support searches 

and investigations which explore multiple axes of interest. The requirements of individual tools for 

searches based on shape will be that they are able to perform searches based on geometry, but the 

tools may not be required to detect shape that is not already stored in the repository. The usefulness 

of the search will however be determined on the results and if there is only a limited volume of data 

across which such searches are possible then the results are much less likely to be useful. Hence it 

may be a requirement for useful searches that the tool not only supports shape-based search, but 

also detects elements of shape that meet certain criteria from a larger whole, thus seeking to 

generate, in effect, a larger corpus of searchable shape information. This theme is explored further 

through the use-case scenarios in the next section.



 

 

6. Users scenarios 

The 3D-COFORM project will produce technology to acquire, process and present many 

potential types of artworks. There will be a broad range both in terms of scale (from the small jewel, 

to the single statue, and up to an entire building or an archaeological site) and in terms of 

representative materials (opaque such as stone; translucent or transparent such as glass; specular 

such as gilded or metal; etc.). Moreover, we will also consider composite objects (i.e. artefacts built 

up by several pieces), possibly with description of their kinematic behaviour. 

The best way to identify the users’ needs and the actors in the Cultural Heritage field is by 

illustrating some real scenarios characteristic of each research area of the project. Methods such as 

“user scenario description” are used to evaluate potential developments in the field by discussing 

potential applications to elicit informed opinions from Cultural Heritage professionals about 

characteristics that the applications would need to have, in advance of their implementation. This 

process allows regular end users to be engaged in the process and serve as evaluators, by providing 

a reality check on “out-of-the-box” thinking by technologists. 

Scenario-based evaluation is one of two of “easy to apply” methods which, according to 

[Nielsen&Mack 94] allow good results to be achieved through the assessment of the:  

• Domain Suitability: evaluation of appropriateness of the content of information and display 

representations. It examines whether the design meets cognitive requirements of the domain. In fact 

it is possible for a system to be usable but not suitable for domain tasks. The domain suitability 

poses problems with respect to the cognitive adaptations of the human activity after the introduction 

of a particular technology (Role dimension). 

• Technical Usability: the perceptual and physical aspects of the human computer interface 

such as display formatting as well as anthropometrical characteristics of the wearable system (Look 

and Feel Dimension). 

• User Acceptability: aspects of ease of use and suitability of the system for supporting 

cognitive requirement (Look and Feel and Role Dimension). 

 

A number of the 3D-COFORM Cultural Heritage partners were responsible, in collaboration 

with a technical partner for a scenario, as below: 

• C2RMF and KUL: Searching and retrieving of artworks scenario; 

• CyI and UEA: Archaeological sites modelling scenario; 

• CULTNAT and ETHZ: Digital reconstruction and restoration scenario; 

• MICC, with ISTI-CNR and UBonn: Complicated material acquisition scenario; 

• VAM and IGD: Annotation scenario. 

6.1 Search / Retrieval of artworks scenario 

In the case of works of art or objects coming from the field of Cultural Heritage (CH), the data 

collected during digitization allows a complete chain of processing to be performed from the 

gathering of digital data to statistical analysis, including various techniques of pattern recognition 

and pattern classification to facilitate the work of art historians and museums curators. These 

techniques can be refined and adapted to numerous particular cases, for example, as we will see, to 

the analysis of vases. 

In the analysis of an object by a CH expert, there is often the need to search for similar 3D objects. 

This search may be carried out using text queries that aim at retrieving objects with similar 
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metadata, but the CH expert is often more interested in searching for similar objects based on 

criteria that cannot be described in a few words. For instance, a CH expert may want to retrieve 

objects with similar shape (global or local), colour or texture. 

• Shape is the information about its size and its form. In the case of a collection of complete 

vases, the analysis of the shape can help to classify automatically the objects according to a 

notion, which is not easy to describe in words, but is immediately comprehensible by our 

brain. For instance, some shape characteristics are good discriminators for a particular 

region of production. In the case of vases for example the angle of the “neck” is 

characteristic of different families. The 3-dimensional scans of the objects may contain data 

about the micro structures of the vases, which can be also be analysed in different ways to 

classify the vases in separate groups. The thickness of the patterns can be particularly 

studied to discriminate groups of vases. Other information contained in the patterns can be 

used as well – for example the form of the designs - and can be combined with other data to 

refine the analysis. 

• An analysis of the information carried by the pigments (Colour and Chemical composition) 

of the vases can also be used for the classification of vases. The colour histogram of an 

object corresponds to the spectrum of the colours used to paint the vase. Such histogram is 

often a good discriminator of the period and/or region of production. Texture refers to the 

2D artistic details/patterns on the surface of the object. For instance, in the case of Greek 

vases, the designs on red-figure vases or on black-figure vases from distinct periods obey 

distinct styles. The temporal evolution of the designs can be measured by the use of an 

adequate classification of the patterns, by composition, component detail, craftsmanship, 

etc. 

Many acquisition systems are already available and continue to be developed that enable 3D objects 

to be digitized. This digitization may include 3D geometry (coarse and fine) and colour/texture 

information. In order to perform searches on such criteria, which can be and often are combined for 

more detailed searches, it is necessary that this information be extracted and organized in a manner 

that is suited to searches that may be conducted in the future.  However, it is not necessarily known 

a priori which shape or colour/texture content (global? local?) may be relevant for future searches. 

For instance, while coarse shape information may be discriminative for classifying the types of 

pottery, the shape of some specific sub-part may be relevant for discriminating the regions of 

production. As a result, the knowledge and logic of the CH expert is very important in order to 

direct the search in specific directions. 
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6.1.1 System 

The system is the Query system. It enables a user (actor) to perform queries to the 3D-COFORM 

data and metadata repositories.  These queries may be combinations of shape queries, color/texture 

queries, and text queries, and may be setup by selecting examples. 

6.1.2 Actors 

As clearly mentioned above, this system has one physical actor: the Cultural Heritage (CH) Expert. 

This CH expert may be a curator, a restorer, etc. 

Then, there are two non-physical actors: the Data Repository and Metadata Repository, where all 

the digital data is stored. 

6.1.3 Use Cases 

Based on the example above, use cases of the Query system are presented here. They are meant to 

be as generic as possible (independent from the type of artefact), and describe the steps that the 

actor would go through in using the Query system to retrieve all relevant information from the 

repositories. 

• Shape query: The CH expert wants to search all objects with a similar shape to the one of a 

given object. The CH expert may want to perform this search with the global shape 

description of the object (e.g. height, volume) or with the shape of a selected part of it (e.g. 

curvature of a given part of the object). The sub-part structuring and definition of components 

is a domain-based and highly subjective user requirement and as such the underlying 

requirement is for a flexible way of defining sub-parts and associating meaning with them. In 

some cases, the given object may not be an actual object (digitized), but one sketched up by 

the CH expert. 

• Colour/Texture query: The CH expert wants to search all objects with similar colour/texture 

to the one of a given object. The CH expert may want to perform this search with the global 

 

Figure 4: "Oenochoé Levy", DAGER dept, INV. E658, Louvre Museum, France. 
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colour/texture description of the object, or with the colour/texture of a selected part of it. 

Again the definition of component sub-parts is highly domain-specific. In some cases, the 

given colour/texture may not be a colour/texture selected from a given object (digitized), but 

one sketched up by the CH expert. 

• Text (metadata) query: The CH expert wants to be able to search all objects with text 

metadata including the given words. The CH expert may want to search for a concept in all or 

only certain metadata fields (e.g. name, description). Additionally, s/he typically wants the 

search to consider language differences. 

• Combined query: Most often, the CH expert will want to perform searches that are 

combinations of the search types above. The Query system must thus allow the user to 

combine multiple types of queries. 

These use cases are summarized in the UML Use Case Diagram below: 

 

Figure 5: Use Cases of the Query system 

6.1.4 Functionalities: 

From the use cases above, many functionalities can be identified that the system should have. The 
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following functionalities have been identified: 

• Overall:  

• The system must enable the user to load and visualize a digitized object and its 

metadata. 

• The system must enable the user to select as query an entire 3D object from the 

repository or a part of it, and then specify the type of query (shape or colour/texture) that 

s/he wants to perform on it. 

• The system must enable the CH expert to combine shape queries, colour/texture 

queries, and naturally text queries. 

• The system must enable the search for any information located in the data and 

metadata repositories and specified by queries assembled by the CH expert. 

• The system must enable an interactive (iterative) search: the user must be able to 

select relevant retrieved objects after one iteration to redirect the search more precisely 

(learning).  This implies that it must enable the navigation inside the set of retrieved 

objects. These objects should be clustered into categories based on their pair-wise 

similarity, so that the navigation can be performed more efficiently. The system must also 

enable the visualization of any of these objects. 

• Shape query: 

• The system must be able to retrieve objects based on a shape query specified by the 

CH expert, and cluster the retrieved objects based on their pair-wise similarity. 

• The system must enable the user to select as query an entire object from the 

repository or simply a part of an object (query by true example) 

• The system must enable the user to sketch-up a shape that s/he wants to use as query 

(query by designed example) 

• Texture/Material query: 

• The system must be able to retrieve objects based on a colour or texture query 

specified by the CH expert, and cluster the retrieved objects based on their pair-wise 

similarity. 

• The system must enable the user to select as query an entire object from the 

repository or simply a part of an object (query by true example) 

• The system must enable the user to sketch-up a colour or texture that s/he wants to 

use as query (query by designed example) 

• Text (metadata) query: 

• The system must be able to retrieve objects based on a text (metadata) query 

specified by the CH expert, and cluster the retrieved objects based on their pair-wise 

similarity. 

• The system must enable query words to be searched in the entire metadata repository 

or only in specific metadata fields.  

• The system must be connected to a multi-language thesaurus (which could be 

considered as another non-physical actor, or as part of the repositories) so that queries can 

be carried across languages. The existence of empowering standardised thesauri is a 

requirement to make these searches possible and similar requirements for identified 

components and their agreed definitions will be needed for shape and texture. 
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6.1.5 Analysis of search / retrieval scenario 

The different types of scanners can provide a more or less wide spectrum of information, 

depending on the technology used. They will give at least the general shape of an object, but in 

many cases, it will be also possible to collect its details as the relief motives and its colour 

information. 

• Colours 

• Shape 

• 3-dimensional patterns 

 Starting from this information, it is possible to apply techniques of image processing to 

extract only the relevant information for simplifying the further analyses. 

 Depending on the type of information on which we will focus, the results of the 

classification will be different. 

6.1.6 Operations 

 The shape 

The shape of a vase concerns the information about its size and its form. A wide range of tools 

has been developed by morphometricians to analyse it. The analysis of the shape can be performed 

on points of interest, on curves or on patches. Most of the time, an operator places points of interest 

on the virtual object (generally from 10 to 40 points). The workflow of this type of analysis can be 

summarised as follows: 

• Set landmarks on the objects; 

• Perform a Generalized Procrustes (who is ironically sometimes depicted on Greek vases) 

Analysis to bring the shapes into a frame of reference. It consists of choosing an initial estimate for 

the mean shape, aligning all the remaining shapes on the mean shape, and recalculating the estimate 

of the mean from the aligned shapes [Cole, 1996] ; 

• Perform a Principal Component Analysis to describe the variation between the shapes. 
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The result of this type of analysis is a graph (generally a 2-dimensional graph) in which it is 

possible to discriminate different groups of objects. 

This method can be particularly interesting in the case of a collection of complete vases, where 

the analysis of the shape can help to classify automatically the objects according to a notion that is 

not easy to describe, although this is a kind of information immediately comprehensible by our 

brain. 

However, it is necessary to check if the shape of the vases is a good discriminator corresponding 

for example to a particular region of production. For this task, the knowledge of an expert is 

mandatory. Nevertheless, if this parameter is known, it will then be easy to separate the different 

types of objects. 

 The colour 

An analysis of the information carried out on the basis the pigments can also be used for the 

classification of the vases, in addition to the information given by the shape. 

 

Figure 6: Example of the result of a morphometric analysis (4 groups can be separated) 
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The histogram of the images corresponds to the spectrum of the colours used to paint the vases. 

The study of the histograms of a collection of objects can be used to match up the information given 

by the shape. 

Given the first components of the shape vector and those of the colour vector, we can get a 

signature vector. This kind of signature vector allows us to perform a cluster analysis, a method to 

separate automatically the objects in several groups, or to project them on a map of cells which 

gives an idea of their relationship in terms of shape and colours. 

 Texture 

The texture of the object is another type of information that can be used for the classification of 

cultural artefacts. In particular, it is the set of patterns existing on the 2 dimensional surface of the 

object. In the case of vases, the texture classification requires a previous phase of processing to 

extract the texture information, according to the geometry of the object. It includes problems of 

projection between locally spherical areas and planes for the further analysis of the patterns. 

Once the texture information is available, it is necessary to describe the object with texture 

analysis methods, statistical, geometrical, model-based or signal-processing based. 

According to the kind of analysis method, the classification will also be based on different 

algorithms. The use of the texture is an obviously useful tool for the discrimination of different 

types of vases. In the case of Greek vases, the designs on red-figure vases or on black-figure vases 

from distinct periods obey distinct styles. 

 

In this case, the temporal evolution of the designs can be measured by the use of an adequate 

classification of the patterns. Partitioning into sub-parts for structural analysis of the design requires 

identification or designation of internal components and location within an agreed taxonomy. The 

 

Figure 8: Classification of signature vectors on a map of cells 

 

Figure 7: Example of unwrapped texture of a Greek vase showing designs 
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structural organisation of the design components may be subject to the sort of formal treatment 

addressed by the use of shape grammars, which in turn would allow analysis and comparison of the 

designs to other similar compositions and their evolution. 

 3-dimensional patterns 

The 3-dimensional scans of the objects contain data about the micro structures of the vases, 

which can also be analysed in different ways to classify the vases in separate groups. The thickness 

of the patterns can be particularly studied to discriminate groups of vases. Other information 

contained in the patterns can be used as well, like the form of the designs that can be combined with 

other data to refine the analysis. 

 Other possible analyses 

In addition to the tasks of classifications, the methods described above can be used for the 

restoration of broken vases, on the base of the information provided by the colour or the painted 

patterns, and also by some specific shape information such as the principal axes and curvature of 

the broken pieces. 

In this case, the classification of the separate pieces can lead to the gathering of the different 

parts of the same object. It is then possible to perform a virtual reconstruction of the broken vase. 

6.1.7 Use-case diagram 

The diagram in Figure 5 describes the possible interactions between the system and the users. 

With reference to Figure 5 we can define the different actors and the functionality: 

Actors: 

• the curator/Cultural Heritage expert helps to define the methods of classification, and uses 

the results of the classifications for the analysis of the objects 

• the restorer uses the outputs of the classification as a comparative basis for the restoration of 

the objects 

• the system developer develops adapted methods of classification, according to the type of 

object, assisted by the conservator expertise 

• the other user/system consultant uses the system for the study of the objects. 

 

Functionalities of the system: 

• Must be able to build a relationship between the previously defined classifications and easily 

identifiable parameters like geography, timeline, and generally, metadata. 

• Must provide classifications of objects based on single or crossed parameters. It includes: 

◦ The navigation inside a classification of objects; 

◦ The visualisation of the objects. 

• Must enable the curator (cultural heritage expert) to correct the classification results 

(learning). 

• Must be able to integrate new parameters of classification and to provide new crossed 

classifications. 

• Must be able to use classifications to propose missing parameters (metadata). 
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6.2 Archaeological and Historic Urban site modelling scenario 

In this section we will briefly outline two potential scenarios for the Site Explorer. Plenty of data 

is available for both scenarios which has different historical aspects that would make them a 

worthwhile and interesting showcase for the capabilities of the Site Explorer. 

 Scenario A: Sagalassos 

The location for this Site Explorer scenario is the archaeological site of the now-abandoned town 

of Sagalassos in south west Turkey. A large amount of historical data has been collected from the 

site, documenting the buildings and artefacts discovered, as well as new information being 

generated by techniques such as cartography and geo-physical prospection.  

Through a time line, the user of the system can select any date and view the settlement of 

Sagalassos as it was in that time: in this way it can be possible to visualize changes of the site. By 

adjusting the date the user can view the development of the settlement throughout the years. For 

example, it is possible to view Sagalassos during the occupation of the Romans, after 300 years of 

the Greek empire, since Alexander the Great and navigate through time until the abandonment of 

the area in the 7
th
 century A.D. The user then navigates through time viewing the changes that 

occurred and led up to the eventual abandonment. 

The transition from Greek Empire to Roman Empire is characterized by several architectural 

changes that will be highlighted with the annotation system. 

Modern photos of the ruined site may be displayed at points of interest and compared to the 

displayed 3D recreation of the old city, providing an interesting and informative contrast. 

 Scenario B: Brighton 

This scenario concerns Brighton, a city on the south coast of England; in particular during the 

Regency period around the end of the 18
th
 century and beginning of the 19

th
 century. The Prince 

Regent, later King George IV, visited Brighton frequently in this period and eventually constructed 

his Royal Pavilion there. It was around this time that Brighton started growing significantly. There 

are many maps, images and other documents available that allow us to track the developments 

during this period. 

Assuming a variety of reconstructions it could be possible to construct a scenario for different 

time periods. The Site Explorer will enable a user to view a reconstruction of the town during this 

Regency period, with the interactive timeline allowing him/her to track the rapid growth of the city. 

Thorough documentation of construction plans will allow some Regency buildings to be modelled 

both inside and out, allowing user-interactive walkthroughs. 

Of particular interest will be the growth pattern of Brighton and its neighbouring settlement 

Hove, as well as the conurbation of the two sites now officially known as the City of Brighton & 

Hove. Such visualisations are of use in both historic study and urban planning applications. 

6.2.2 Analysis of Site Explorer Scenario to derive functional requirements 

In the following section we derive functional requirements from the potential scenarios as 

described above. We will look at what a user can do with the Site Explorer, how they will achieve 

this, and what data will be required in order to visualise any given area.  
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 Potential tasks 

To present areas visualised using interactive 3D computer graphics, the Site Explorer will allow 

the user to travel through time, experiencing the changes of settlement size, buildings and 

characteristics. 

The user will be able to select from a large array of available data using a series of queries. The 

location that will be viewed in the Site Explorer can be selected by choosing an area in different 

ways: 

• Search based on geographical location: 

◦ Address e.g. city, country, street; 

◦ GPS co-ordinate system; 

◦ Lasso selection from world map; 

◦ Push-pin selection with user-defined radius. 

Once a location has been selected, a progression through history at the given site can be achieved 

using the on-screen interface: 

• Search based on time period: 

◦ From & To dates; 

◦ Select by historical period e.g. Medieval, Victorian; 

◦ Select by construction date; 

◦ Progress through significant events e.g. for whole site, for localised region. 

A user can also obtain further information concerning the history of the area by choosing an 

alternative hypothesis, provided by a CH expert. 

• Search varying historical hypotheses: 

◦ Select alternative theories for appearance of an area/building at a given point of time; 

◦ Select alternative location for area with overlapping content. 

 

Once both the location and time period have been selected, the users can navigate the virtual 

environment. A Cultural Heritage expert may choose to annotate buildings, presenting a description 

of why they were constructed and what their purpose/usage was. If any important buildings are 

demolished, altered or otherwise re-appropriated this change can also be annotated, to be presented 

to any users. Annotations could also be made for a specific artefact, for a larger area, or a specific 

event e.g. natural disaster or battle in the area. Annotations created in the Site Explorer tool are 

aimed at information dependent on time period or geographical location, as opposed to the 

annotation of single artefacts. 

Certain points on the map may have a point of interest to highlight a document that could be 

relevant. For example, an historic painting or photograph giving a view from that position may be 

available. This would then allow an overlay of the image on top of the virtual environment for 

comparison or verification purposes (see Figure 9). The camera location for the virtual 

reconstruction may wish to be recorded with the model, linking the photograph, image or painting. 

The accuracy of the painter’s interpretation or the virtual reconstruction could be questioned, or a 

comparison between a modern setting and a photograph from 100 years earlier would allow changes 

to be visually distinguished. In the case that a building has been destroyed, images of the ruins at 

the present-day site may be of interest. 
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Progressing along the timeline will allow users to see how the settlement changed and grew over 

time and could allow insight into factors behind this. Additionally, archaeologists may be interested 

to view the modern era of the timeline and view a history of the site displaying when artefacts or 

buildings were re-discovered. In the case that artefacts have been moved (either hundreds of years 

ago, or more recently to museums) their movements may be tracked, allowing users to find out 

where an item is currently located. This would be achieved by the use of an alternative, simplified 

method of viewing that presents a more global view of artefact movement, allowing a user a brief 

overview to track an object since it left its original site. This viewpoint could be extended to allow a 

summary of global distribution of artefacts of a similar type or originating from the same era. For 

example a user may wish to see all major discoveries of Roman artefacts throughout the world; a 

site could then be selected and viewed in further detail in the regular Site Explorer view. The ‘Select 

by association (global view)’ item on the use-case diagram highlights this. 

 

Figure 9: Example Site Explorer visualisation for St Andrew's Hall, Norwich. (User interface for 

illustrative purposes only.) 
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The Site Explorer will begin with a graphically-simplified mode providing a global perspective 

of viewable areas. A user will be able to select from this view, either visually or by text input, an 

area which they wish to investigate further. Selecting an area will cause the virtual environment to 

load and the Site Explorer will switch to its main mode, displaying the site in real-time interactive 

3D graphics. In this view the user can freely alter the viewpoint to any position or angle that they 

wish at any time. 

The user interface will display a timeline which can be manipulated to change the current date 

and hence the configuration of buildings and objects that exist in the virtual environment. The 

interface could also display the name of an object that the mouse pointer is currently hovering over. 

Clicking on an object or point/area of interest will present a window containing detailed 

information about the item in question. This window will also allow for an annotation to an item to 

be created or edited by a CH expert. 

Maps of an area showing street layout and building distribution will be particularly important, as 

will the availability of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The DTM can be used to generate the terrain 

in the 3D environment, whilst building positions can be extracted from available maps. The maps 

will need to be digitised and processed in order to obtain building footprints. To ensure 

compatibility with the CityEngine software used to generate models for buildings, this information 

must be exported into a shape file format. 

Buildings and objects will need to be geo-referenced in order to place them in the environment at 

the appropriate location. Dates representing the time span of these items will also be required, 

 

Figure 10: Comparison between a digital reconstruction (top) and a photograph (bottom) of 

Koblenz 
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allowing them to be displayed at appropriate periods when the timeline is altered. Additional data 

presenting relationships between objects, images, extra documentation and other miscellaneous 

information is desirable as it serves to enhance the utility of the Site Explorer. 

6.2.3 Operations 

The Site Explorer’s most important operations relate to querying the database. The initial 

selection of a site requires the retrieval of all locations that can be viewed. The Site Explorer’s 

unique functions require the use of data relating to the valid time periods of objects as well as their 

relationship to other documents or objects. 

The other operations that can be carried out in the Site Explorer are: interactively navigating 

through an environment; viewing (and in the case of a CH expert, creating) annotations. 

6.2.4 Use Case diagram 

The use case diagram in Figure 11 highlights the operations that can be carried out in the Site 

Explorer. 

  

Figure 11: Use case diagram for Site Explorer 
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6.3 Digital Reconstruction and Restoration scenario 

This document presents the functional analysis of two 3D-COFORM systems: the Digital 

Reconstruction and Digital Restoration systems. This analysis is performed based on the 

description of typical corresponding use-case from CULTNAT, a Cultural Heritage (CH) institution 

with experience and expertise in both fields. The functional analysis then results in generic use 

cases of the systems with identifications of the actors and tasks. 

6.3.1 Analysis of Digital Reconstruction 

 

The focus here is on the digital reconstruction of 3D objects. This reconstruction aims at 

capturing geometrical and possibly texture/material information. The goal may be, but is not 

necessarily, to produce an accurate digital 3D copy of the artefact. A detailed example of a 

reconstruction scenario is given in [Farouk2003]. This paper has been used as input for establishing 

the results in the following section. Note that it also reports on digital restoration, which is not 

considered here, but in the next section. 

The system is the Digital Reconstruction System. This technology enables a user (actor) to 

create a digital copy – 3D with or without texture/material information – of a 3D artefact. 

There is one major physical actor: the Acquisition/graphics expert. Nonetheless, two other 

physical actors may be involved at two stages. First, the Cultural Heritage expert  should specify 

the repository location where the raw data and reconstructed models should be saved. Then, during 

acquisition, the artefact can only be manipulated by the Curator. 

Other non-physical actors are: the Data Repository and Metadata Repository, where all the 

digital data is stored. In this analysis, these two actors are combined into one single actor: 

Repositories. 

6.3.2 Operations 

Here we describe the steps that an Acquisition expert would go through in order to obtain, as an 

output, the digital reconstruction of the 3D artefact. 

Calibration: Sensors require calibration so that their output data can be further processed. The 

Digital Reconstruction system should thus enable the user to perform some sensor calibration and 

save calibration results as metadata linked to the acquired data. 

Acquisition Preparation: Each acquisition task typically requires some preparation. First of all, it 

is important for the user to know where all the data (raw data, reconstructed model and all 

metadata) will be saved. The location where all final acquisition results are saved may be 

determined by the CH expert. Then, the acquisition expert must obtain all known information about 

the safe handling and positioning of the object. The latter case is particularly important so that the 

acquisition support (stand) can be adequately designed/chosen. Next, the acquisition expert must 

obtain all known information about the geometry and texture of the artefact so that the acquisition 

can be planned in detail (pose, number of acquisitions, types of acquisitions with respect to texture 

and geometry complexity). The acquisition plan may need to be recorded as metadata linked to the 

acquired data. 

Acquisition: During all acquisition steps, the object must be handled by the curator. This 

includes: bringing the artefact to the acquisition area, and positioning it on the acquisition support. 
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Then, acquisition is performed as described in the plan. The acquisition expert must have the 

possibility to see a coarse reconstruction result during the acquisition so that s/he can identify (1) 

discrepancies requiring a full re-start, and (2) occlusions/geometric holes requiring additional 

acquisitions. Finally, the acquisition expert must save all raw acquisition data at the specified 

repository location. It is a requirement that all information from the raw scans be preserved for 

potential future re-processing, although, as shown above, the exact definition of what will constitute 

“raw” data is subject to considerable interpretation at present. These data should be considered as 

cultural artefact documentation in their own right and subjected to curatorial processes and decision 

making (e.g. on disposal). 

Post-Processing: Most acquisition systems require some post-processing of the raw data in order 

to output an integrated model, which is performed by the acquisition expert. Post-processing may 

include geometry processing (ICP, conformance, filtering, mesh reconstruction) as well as texture 

processing (normal and texture maps calculation; UV-projection and integration of all maps). The 

final model must then be saved at the specified repository location with all necessary processing 

metadata. 

 Figure 12: Use Cases of the Digital Reconstruction System 
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6.3.3 Use Case diagram 

From the use cases above, many functionalities that the system should have can be identified. 

Most acquisition systems require calibrated sensors. In such cases, calibration is performed prior to 

acquisition. Since the quality of the calibration has an important impact on the rest of the pipeline, 

an important requirement of the acquisition system is that all calibration parameters can be saved as 

metadata linked to all the data sets acquired under this calibration. 

Overall, the following functionalities have been identified: 

• Calibration: 

◦ the system must enable linking calibration information to any type of acquired raw data. 

• Planning for Acquisition: 

◦ the system must enable the search for all geometry, texture/material, and other (e.g. 

handling) information about an artefact that is already available in the 3D-COFORM data and 

metadata repositories. 

◦ the system may enable linking an acquisition plan to a reconstructed object. 

• Acquisition: 

◦ the system must enable linking any acquisition metadata (not necessarily mandatory) to 

acquired raw data. 

◦ the system must enable a preview of reconstruction results during the acquisition stage. 

◦ the system must enable that all acquired raw data and linked metadata be saved in the 

3D-COFORM repositories. 

• Post-processing: 

◦ the system must enable the geometric post-processing of the acquired raw data into an 

integrated model. 

◦ the system must enable the textural post-processing of the acquired raw data into an 

integrated model (the same as the integrated geometric model). 

◦ the system must ensure that all necessary metadata concerning the post-processing steps 

is linked to the reconstructed model. 

◦ the system must ensure that the final integrated model and linked metadata be saved in 

the 3D-COFORM repositories. This can only be performed after the approval by the CH expert. 

◦ the system must ensure that, during the saving of the final model, a representation of the 

model be calculated that is adequate for future retrieval tasks (shape-based or texture-based)  

These use cases are summarised in the UML use case diagram in Figure 13. 

Note that the post-processing considered here is only performed by the acquisition/graphics 

specialist, not the CH expert. Nonetheless, the CH expert is responsible for the final approval of the 

reconstructed model prior to publication to the repositories. 

6.3.4 Analysis of Digital Restoration 

The Digital Restoration is a very specialised process that requires the collaboration of distinctive 

(and potentially contradictory) professionals, (e.g. the archaeologist (or other CH expert) and the 3D 

artist, designer or modeller). 

The process starts by examining the proposed objects using its laser scanned 3D model and/or 

photos to identify the restoration objectives. These objectives could be geometric restoration (e.g. 
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restore a missing part of a statue) or texture restoration. 

Sketches are then made by the archaeologist to propose potential restoration solutions; these 

sketches take into consideration some geometrical and archaeological factors. For example, if the 

missing part of a statue is a symmetrical part of the body, it is relatively easy to clone it using this 

information. However if the missing part is the head-dress of an Egyptian statue, then it is a little bit 

more complicated. In this particular case, the archaeologist must determine first the character of the 

statue owner – if it belongs to a king or an ordinary man – because this can directly affect the type 

of head-dress.  Other very important information for the restoration is also found in other reference 

archaeological objects – similar objects with the same function, from the same period/era, etc. Such 

sources need to be recorded as part of the digital provenance for the restoration. 

The sketches made by the archaeologist can then be implemented by the 3D artist. Several 

models may result from his/her interpretation of the sketch. These (preliminary) models are then 

subject to multiple archaeological inspections, and may (often) require revisions. 

This process can take a long time, especially when there is no clear evidence of the source or 

references of the missing element(s). In some cases, there are conflicts between what is historical 

and what is artistic. Some archaeologists do not recommend digital restoration, others refuse it as a 

concept. So it can be hard to convince them to add artistic elements to restored objects. 

The system is the Digital Restoration system. It enables a user (actor) to restore an object for 

which digital reconstruction already exists (Section 6.3.1).  This restoration may deal with the 

geometry of the object (e.g. restore missing parts) or/and the texturing of the object (e.g. restore 

colouring). 

There are two major physical actors of this system: (1) the graphics expert (Artist), and the 

Cultural Heritage (CH) expert. Then, similar to the Digital Reconstruction system, there are two 

non-physical actors: the Data Repository and Metadata Repository, where all the digital data is 

stored. In this analysis, these two actors are also combined into one actor: Repositories. 

6.3.5 Operations 

Based on the example, use cases of the Digital Restoration system are presented which are meant 

to be as generic as possible (independent from the type of artefact), and describe the steps that a 

user (actor) would go through in order to obtain, as an output, the digitally restored object. 

Geometric/Textural Analysis: The CH expert first needs to effectively retrieve the reconstructed 

model from the object repository. S/he then needs to do a detailed analysis of the model, in 

particular the parts that s/he intends to restore. This may require the search and comparison of 

“similar” objects (e.g. same period, same shape, same material). 

Geometric/Textural Restoration Proposal: From the recovered reference information, the CH 

expert sketches some restoration solutions that s/he must be able to save as metadata to the 

reconstructed model. 

Geometric/Textural Restoration Implementation: The artist needs to effectively retrieve the 

reconstructed model and linked metadata (annotations by the CH expert). From this, s/he will 

implement some restoration proposals. The interpretation of the restoration proposals may result in 

multiple models that s/he will save on the repository. 
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6.3.6 Use Case diagram 

From the use-cases above, many functionalities can be identified that the system should have. 

The following functionalities have been identified: 

• Geometric/Texture Analysis: 

◦ the system must enable the search for any information located in the data and metadata 

repositories and specified by queries assembled by the CH expert.  The search may be interactive 

(iterative), and may combine geometric queries, texture/material queries, and naturally text queries. 

The system must enable the user to query by examples specified by the CH expert. 

◦ the system must enable the user to visually compare two objects by moving them in a 

common environment. 

• Geometric/Texture Restoration Proposal:  

◦ the system must enable the CH expert to perform some sketches (possibly with the 

object in transparency) and link them as metadata to the object under restoration. The sketches may 

be performed with the object in transparency and thus be assigned not only a location, but also a 

camera pose. 

• Geometric/Textural Restoration Implementation: 

◦ the system must enable the artist to visualize the digital model with annotations from the 

CH expert. 

◦ the system must enable the artist to export a copy of the digital model under restoration 

Figure 13: Use Cases of the Digital Restoration system 
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in order to use specific software for implementing restoration solutions. 

◦ the system must enable the artist to save on the repositories multiple different restoration 

implementations and link them to the digital model. 

◦ the system must also enable the artist to add some annotations to its different solutions. 

These use cases are summarised in the UML use case diagram (Figure 13). 

6.4 Complicated material acquisition scenario 

In this scenario we define functional requirements for a specific application area of 3D- 

COFORM: the acquisition of objects with complicated materials. With the term “complicated 

materials” we address mainly the case of objects having complex surface reflection characteristics, 

but also those artefacts with a very complex shape or presenting a very complex surface pattern 

requiring extremely high-resolution and accurate mapping of colour information. These objects are 

difficult to capture with traditional techniques like laser scanning and single photographs. Instead, 

3D-COFORM introduces the application of dome-based acquisition devices which allow certain 

aspects of the artefact’s appearance to be captured with previously unknown accuracy. Moreover, 

we will also improve the consolidated technologies available for producing the 3D model or to 

acquire and map pictorial data onto the 3D digital model. 

The functional requirements of this dome-based acquisition and other tools are analysed and 

defined based on a typical usage scenario provided by MICC. 

A scenario has been proposed by the “Polo Museale Fiorentino”, the body managing all public 

museums in Florence, including Uffizi Museum, Bargello Museum, Palazzo Pitti, etc. 

It includes a large collection of works of art in ivory and jewels once owned by the Medici 

family and now dispersed in several museums in Florence. These are artefacts which present: 

• considerable shape complexity (some of these ivory artefacts are very deeply carved, with 

cavities that are very hard to scan with standard optical technology) 

• complexity of the surface colour and state of preservation (ancient ivory artefacts usually 

show degradation of the surface which shows up in terms of tiny cracks, usually not detectable 

easily in shape but easily visible in high-resolution images) 

• complexity of surface reflection characteristics (this is the case of some ivory artefacts and 

of most of the jewellery)    

Therefore, we have a large number of artefacts, showing different degrees and type of 

complexity. It will thus be not just a test case of interest for archival/documentation purposes, but 

also important for further conservation studies and for new, improved ways of presenting those 

artworks to the museum public. 

6.4.1 Analysis of complicated material scenario 

The basic structure of the usage scenario is that of a typical 3D scanning and reconstruction task. 

In this respect the basic functional requirements can be defined in the same way as for the digital 

reconstruction scenario.  

6.4.2 Operations 

The main difference of our scenario with respect to a typical 3D scanning and reconstruction task 

is that the process is more specialised on the material appearance or on the specific artefact 

complexity. The use case diagram is the same as that in Figure 12. In fact, it can be regarded as a 
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special case of 3D scanning and reconstruction which means that it also consists of the basic steps 

of calibration, preparation, acquisition and post-processing: 

1. Calibration: Accurate material acquisition requires careful calibration. This will be usually 

done by presenting calibration targets to the device and starting a dedicated auto-calibration 

procedure. The resulting calibration information will usually be stored as metadata attached to the 

raw measurement data. 

Very complex shapes could also require the use of different acquisition technologies and the 

integration of the results obtained in a single model. Also in this case, calibration will be an 

important aspect, involving for example the registration of the different data sets and initial 

processing that should take into account inter-calibration of the technologies used.  

2. Preparation: In our case of objects with complicated materials the acquisition will be 

performed using a dome-like device where the artefacts need to be placed in the centre of the dome. 

Currently, this restricts the size of measurable objects to a maximum of 20x20x20 cm³. If the 

artefact needs special treatment this placement will have to be performed under prior consultation of 

the responsible CH institution/experts. Since the amount of data captured will be huge in the 

general case (up to 300 GB) it has to be ensured that enough storage (hard-disk) space is available. 

A specific “acquisition plan” does not need to be prepared since dome-based devices are almost 

fully automatic.  

3. Acquisition: Ideally, the acquisition will be performed in a fully automatic way (the manual 

acquisition of about 20.000 images is simply too tedious...). The captured raw data needs to be 

saved to a location specified during preparation. Usually, this will be in the local object repository 

of the CH institution. In practice, the acquisition might halt due to a hardware problem or it turns 

out during acquisition that the object was not placed optimally. In this case the operator must decide 

if the already captured data can be used or a full re-start is necessary. 

4. Post-Processing: Most post-processing steps like the generation of HDR images, colour 

correction, 3D-reconstruction and fitting and/or compression will be fully automatic. What remains 

to be decided by the operator in consultation with the CH expert is the representation used for the 

artefact. These representations range from pure image-based models (like BTF or Light Fields) to a 

combination of reconstructed 3D geometry and spatially varying BRDF models. The final decision 

depends on the material complexity of the artefact. Alternatively, the data could be saved 

simultaneously in different representations which then have to be annotated accordingly. 

 

Now the functionalities of an acquisition system for objects with complicated materials within 

3D-COFORM can be identified: 

• Calibration: 

◦ the system must enable the attachment of calibration information to any type of acquired 

raw data. 

• Preparation: 

◦ the system must enable the search for all geometry, material, and other (e.g. handling) 

information about an artefact that is already available in the 3D-COFORM data and metadata 

repositories.  

• Acquisition: 

◦ the system must enable to attach as metadata to the acquired raw data any acquisition 

information. 

◦ the system must allow a preview of already acquired data during the acquisition stage. 
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◦ the system must enable that all acquired raw data and attached metadata be saved in the 

3D-COFORM repositories. 

• Post-processing: 

◦ the system must allow to choose between different representations from the scale 

between pure image-based and pure geometry-based representations. The post-processing that 

follows should be fully automatic.  

◦ the system must ensure that all necessary metadata concerning the post-processing steps 

be attached as metadata to the reconstructed model. 

◦ the system must ensure that the final representation(s) and attached metadata be saved in 

the 3D-COFORM repositories. At least one of these representations should be adequate for future 

retrieval tasks (shape-based, image-based, and material-based, Scenario 6.1). 

6.5 Annotation scenario 

The location for the annotation scenario is the V&A museum. In this example there are two 3D 

digitised artefacts of the same piece of sculpture of a bust. The primary 3D artefact represents the 

work in the gallery and the secondary 3D artefact represents the work during restoration. 

The CH professional wishes: 

• to establish links between these two 3D artefacts or between parts of them; 

• to link paintings, bibliography or any other multimedia information about the artist or the 

object like, for example, important features as macro photography of details of the face of the bust, 

the back of the sculpture, etc., where each of these may be annotated subjectively. 

The current documented information of these sculptures is held within the museum Collections 

Information System (CIS). This database is SPECTRUM compliant and holds information on: 

acquisition, location, provenance, history and physical attributes. 

An example of typical tombstone level information would be: 

Object       Bust 

Title   William Pitt the younger (1759-1806) 

Date   ca. 1806-1823 (carving) 

Techniques  Marble 

Artist/designer Nollekens, Joseph, born 11/08/1737 - died 03/04/1823 

(sculptors) 

Place   England  

Dimensions Height 54cm 

Width 34cm 

Depth 25cm 

Weight 32kg 

Museum number A.11-1925 

Notes On its acquisition R.P. Bedford, Keeper of the Department of 

Architecture and Sculpture at the Museum, wrote of this piece 

that it was 'evidently one of the 74 marble busts of Pitt 

which were made by Nollekens masons after the death mask. 

There was a constant demand for busts of Pitt & Fox, they were 

known as "Nollekens' stock pieces". As is to be expected, the 

work is dull but it is quite genuine.'  

 

R. Gunnis, in the Dictionary of British Sculpture 1660-1851 

(revised edition, 1968), records that the busts of Pitt, taken 
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from a mask produced immediately after his death, were sold by 

Nollekens for £120 each, and that Nollekens 'also made 

replicas of the mask itself, but in this case the original is 

in the possession of Earl Stanhope'. Nollekens also executed a 

full-size marble statue of Pitt, erected at Senate House, 

Cambridge, in 1812. Busts by Nollekens of Pitt and Fox were 

often displayed as pairs.  

Credit line Given by Dr W. L. Hildburgh FSA  

 

An example of an annotation would be the description made by the curator about the 3D artefact 

as free text. This annotation would be about such topics as: 

• What this particular aspect of the object says 

• What other objects/periods/stories this object relates to 

• Scholarly opinions 

The notes field in the tombstone above could be described as an annotation. Moreover, the 

curator would like to link other information sources such as: inventory level / physical location in 

institute or depth of carving around the eye. The annotation should also help to build relations, for 

example: “this 3D model comes from this depth map”. 

A conservator may place his own annotations onto the object such as: 

• The meaning or age of particular marks on the object surface 

• How they are measured and compared 

• Restoration history 

• Comparison with other similar objects 

An ambition of this annotation scenario in the V&A museum can be described in the following 

way. A technician scans the sculpture before and after conservation or restoration work.  S/he 

describes and reports the restoration work by means of annotations. It allows the curator or 

conservator to create links and build relations between the two 3D artefacts. The sculpture is 

scanned at further occasions over time and any new annotations are used to describe differences 

over time. 

6.5.1 Analysis of annotation scenario 

In the following section we derive functional requirements from the annotation scenario as 

described above. 

Three fundamental questions can be stated to structure the requirements, to derive use cases and 

finally draft a user interface concept for the annotation functionality: 

• What to annotate? 

• Which kinds of annotations? 

• How to annotate? 

For the user requirements document a discussion on how to realise certain functionality is 

beyond scope, here we concentrate on WHAT kinds of functions are required. 

 What to annotate? 

A review of the annotation scenario as described by the V&A reveals the following requirements 

in terms of what to annotate: 

• Raw data: 
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Figure 15: Example of an annotation for a region of an object 

◦ Pictures 

◦ Metadata 

◦ Point clouds / (partial) 3D  meshes 

• 3D artefacts 

• Annotations 

Definition: we call these entities/items annotation objects. 

It should be possible to assign an annotation to: 

• the whole annotation object 

• a region of an annotation object 

• a position of an annotation object 

 

 
 

 
 

Of course there can be many annotations to the same or overlapping regions and one annotation 

can be assigned to more than one region. 

 

Figure 14: Example of an annotation for the whole object 

This region contains 

sculpture of textile 

clothing. 

This picture shows the 

Nollekens bust of Pitt. 
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Figure 16: Example of an annotation of a position of an object 

 

This implies on the technical level there may be a set of selection mechanisms: 

• select object 

• select part of object within object / part hierarchy 

• define region 

• select position 

• select by geo-reference 

• select by material 

 Which kinds of annotations? 

From the scenario description and discussions with partners in the 3D-COFORM consortium the 

following list of types of annotations can be deduced: 

• texts 

• images/pictures 

• videos 

• audio files 

• other 3D artefacts 

• same 3D artefact  

 

Basically all objects in the repository serve as entities that can be annotated and/or linked with 

other objects by annotations i.e. annotations can be attached to one or multiple annotation object by 

the following kinds of links: 

• unary 

• binary 

• n-ary 

In any case, the language shall not be restricted. The multilingual tools will take care of proper 

handling of annotations in different languages. 

  

The search functionalities of the 3D-COFORM framework shall work hand-in-hand with the 

At this position some 

repair to the nose might 

have been done. 
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annotation capabilities. When searching the annotations, the user wants to search for information 

(metadata and other annotation objects) that will themselves be linked with annotations. 

Annotations need controlled access also allowing the creator of the annotation to specify who 

shall be allowed to read the annotation. The credentials of the annotator will also need to be 

recorded. This would allow for social tagging of objects by the public and clearly state their level of 

authority. 

 How to annotate? 

As already stated, the definition of ‘how-to-annotate’ is beyond the scope of this document. 

Nonetheless, first ideas have been already discussed and will further be investigated, amongst them 

were the following: 

• forms to fill 

• free text input 

• drag and drop existing information, e.g. from ontology content 

• mixture of the above 

• create hyperlinks to existing data 

 

In terms of functional requirements, what became clear is the need: 

• to be able to enter free text 

• to be able to express some fuzziness to give confidence values in the opinions/assumptions / 

hypothesis linked to an annotation object 

◦ NB: it is not required to do fuzzy reasoning, just to be able to state assumptions in free 

text annotations 

Factual information will probably go into the metadata stored to an annotation object. 

 

Figure 17: Example of n-ary annotations and how they relate objects, annotations and meta-

data 
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6.5.2 Operations 

Out of the requirements collected so far, we can derive the following operations that should be 

supported on annotations:  

• create 

◦ create different kinds of annotation in different ways 

• edit/add 

• remove 

◦ delete annotation from repository (leaving an audit trail) 

• select 

◦ select annotation in view 

• show / hide 

◦ show/hide selected annotations 

• filter: it is likely that over time many annotations will be added to the same annotation 

 object, thus there has to be a means to filter relevant annotations. Possible filter options are: 

◦ by author 

◦ by level of authority 

◦ by date 

◦ by content, e.g. all annotations that contain ‘Rubens’ 

◦ by part / by region / by geo-reference 

• reposition / move 

◦ move annotation to new position on screen – just a graphical interaction 

• load / store 

◦ load and store annotation(s) 

 

Note that there is no ‘change’ operation for annotations because it was decided that each change 

is treated as a new version of an annotation to be able to track and trace the evolution of 

annotations. 

Please also note that the priorities of annotation operations need further discussions to specify 

the order of realisation. 
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6.5.3 Use case diagram 

 

 

Figure 18: UML Diagram of annotation scenario use case 

6.5.4 Loading / storing and inter-relationships with 3DC data format 

In what follows we present the minimum set of information required for annotations: 

• creator of the annotation (role/status) 

• date and time 

• settings of the virtual camera when creating the annotation (esp. important in the 3D case)  

• access rights for the annotation 

 

Annotations need to be transmitted via the 3D-COFORM data format. The specification of how 

this is going to be done is not part of this document and will be defined later in the 3D-COFORM 

project. 
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7. High level identification of user requirements 

The following user requirements were discussed with the 3D-COFORM Sector Advisory Board 

(SAB) and follow additional discussion within Cultural Heritage partners. As such they reflect and 

reinforce the earlier discussion of the requirements arising from the nature of different types of 

cultural heritage, from different classes of stakeholder and from the limitations of current 

technologies that were described in earlier sections.  This section also serves to extract some more 

general requirements from the detailed and application specific requirements identified in the use-

case scenario planning. 

7.1 Sector Advisory Board Identification of Technical User needs 

The “user requirements” activity in 3D-COFORM addresses the connection between what the 

project’s technologists would like to achieve in terms of tools and their specifications and the 

characteristics that the end user requires of practical tools that could be adopted in the sector. At the 

SAB meeting the proposed work of the project was presented and the list of tools outlined. Starting 

from this presentation and discussion of development the SAB were asked whether anything was 

missing, or whether the proposals met their perceived needs for 3D documentation or, in the worst 

case, whether the project was proposing to develop something they would never use.  

There was general enthusiasm for development of 3D documentation of Cultural Heritage assets. 

When 3D technology first reached the Cultural Heritage sector there had been excitement within the 

museum community about the great benefits that 3D could offer across a range of areas including 

conservation and restoration, marketing, documentation, academic research and, particularly, public 

access and education. This excitement is still there today and now museums have a greater 

understanding of what is possible and are keen to build on the past experiences of 3D projects. With 

this greater understanding comes greater control to maximise the benefits of using 3D visualisation 

within this sector.  

Key points: 

• 3D technology offers museums rich opportunities in a range of areas from public access to 

conservation. With the right investment and imagination, museums can benefit from 3D in terms of 

increased:  

◦ educational potential 

◦ high quality documentation 

◦ ease of undertaking core tasks 

◦ profitability  

◦ relevance in society 

• Museums have been comparatively slow, relative to the film and television industry, to 

seriously engage with 3D and to date this represents a largely wasted opportunity. 

• Museums are now increasingly aware of the benefits 3D offers. Many now have 3D as part 

of their future IT strategy and are keen to exploit the potential of 3D throughout their institution. 

• Greatly enhanced public access is the key opportunity 3D offers museums but there are also 

exciting potential benefits in the areas of academic research, museums' collections management 

systems, marketing, conservation and restoration. 

• 3D is now playing a major role in museums redefining their role in society for the 21st 

century. 
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A digitisation campaign is complex. It consists of many small tasks and many people are 

involved in field or office work. The digitisation process itself can take several days, and the post-

digitisation work can take months. Digitisation technologies are evolving every day and can be a 

mix of different use of hardware, like digital cameras and laser scanners. These factors are all good 

reasons to document the digitisation process thoroughly. 

As an example, the surveying work done in the field must be well documented by the surveyors. 

This can help speed up the registration process later in the office. Moreover, if the digitisation is to 

be extended later, good documentation will help speed up the process of registering the old and new 

data. 

A very important aspect is to document the equipment and the method used. This can be very 

useful when making future decisions based on comparing technologies or equipment manufacturers. 

This can help also when making benchmarks for the digitisation processes (which mix of 

technologies/equipment produced the best results). 

Documenting the digitisation duration can help in calculating project finance and feasibility for 

future exercises. A digitisation campaign can be represented in terms of overall mission, individual 

tasks and scans, quantifying the effort and time required to reproduce similar deliverables in similar 

projects.  

Finally, the time and exact location of the process is yet another important factor. It might be 

very useful information to know about when and where the process was done. Especially for 

photographs when the sun direction and intensity can affect the textures produced, or the capture 

quality of a reflective object.  

The needs of experts in Cultural Heritage were further evaluated at the Pisa meeting of July 2
nd
, 

2009 which looked in some detail at geometric processing tools. This discussion reinforces the SAB 

considerations. All tools were presented (technology, functionalities, state of the art) before open 

discussions were led with the invited CH experts. 

• Geometry processing of 3D models: all changes made during the processing of 3D models 

(with MeshLab) should be traced, for example to discriminate the areas corresponding to 

actual data on the real object and the areas corresponding to missing data and reconstructed 

by interpolation or missing methods. Specific visualization modes are needed to distinguish 

these two kinds of data. 

• Enhanced acquisition and mapping of colour data: the use of flash-light for the retrieval 

of colour information should be addressed to measure the possible damage caused to a 

painting’s surface. This analysis could be performed by measuring precisely the colorimetric 

data of a small patch exposed to the flash shots. 

Moreover, the technique of texture mapping should be extended to the case of large architectural 

objects in open space for which controlled illumination is virtually impossible to control. 

• Watermarking: data protection is a basic and emotive issue in CH management, so finding 

a solution which protects intellectual property and copyright in digital models is a 

requirement. However, as in many technological developments this is a continuously 

developing area and solutions are likely to need continual review, closely related to the 

business models for the use and exploitation of digital cultural artefacts. 

• Creation and management of metadata for 3D objects and collections: the choice of 

strategic annotations and their mode of visualisation should be discussed. The annotations 
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should reuse information already gathered in other projects and link to the sources in which 

further information is provided. 

• Large 3D models presentation to naïve users and experts: 3D-COFORM policy 

concerning dissemination and distribution of data has been addressed and the need to ensure 

that most of the tools developed in the framework of the project are delivered to the 

community as open source resources was reinforced. 

The interoperability of the different media formats needs to be supported. 

Geo-reference of the models should be encoded in the 3D model as is already possible in the case of 

2D data. 

• Reassembly of fragmented artefacts: an additional perspective was raised that it would be 

interesting to have the possibility of inverting the process of reassembling to obtain separate 

digital pieces from the complete model and a set of images of each part in order to produce 

didactical material showing the process of restoration. Alternatively the data could be 

maintained from original scans of the fragments and these used in simulated reconstruction. 

In a standard virtual reassembly procedure (from pieces to the reconstructed object), we need 

guidelines stating how the digital models of the pieces to join have to be constructed (to ensure that 

the process is performed in a scientific and correct manner). This entails detailing both how to 

perform 3D scans of the available pieces and also how to reconstruct missing parts. All data are 

important, that should be encoded with the final model and preserved.  

7.2 Sector Advisory Board Identification of Business needs 

The SAB also discussed aspects of the operational and business requirements which, if not met, 

would seriously impede the adoption of 3D documentation technologies in Cultural Heritage 

institutions. It was emphasised that these aspects would be as important as the development of 

technological solutions in ensuring that technologies were adopted. If they were not taken into 

account then potentially successful tools could remain research tools that were not adopted in the 

sector. Many of the matters raised are a combination of issues that a single project such as 3D-

COFORM can address and the sector’s operational and environmental context in terms of normal 

business practice and legislation that a single project is unable to control. However, the tools that 

are developed can include facilities where appropriate to enable agreed operational norms to be 

implemented. 

The following issues and requirements were raised: 

1. Copyright – ownership clarification needs to be addressed, particularly in compound and 

post-processed digital artefacts (e.g. virtual repatriation which is part of the concept for 3D-

COFORM’s proposed distributed exhibition – a mix of physical objects with a bigger virtual 

component), and in ensuring that items are digitised such that they can only be reproduced and 

‘sold’ with appropriate permissions and licensing. 

2. After acquisition – data validation, quality assurance and consistency checking. Usually this 

should not be undertaken by the same person who performed the acquisition so that the checking is 

independent and not subject to distortion through the tester “seeing” what they expected to see as 

acquirer.  

3. Standards / metadata – it was felt that the adoption of formal standards with appropriate 

functionality was a requirement for the benefit of interoperability within the community and 

longevity of data. The term ‘metadata’ needs amplification and clarification in order to provide all 
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concerned with the possibility to share information. This exercise needs to ensure that all 

appropriate concepts that are required for meaningful use are captured as easily as possible (e.g. to 

allow later examination of provenance and reasoning about the evidence represented). In some 

cases this would require semi-automatic or automatic tagging of digitisation data with system and 

environmental data.  

4. Practical fears need to be addressed and put to rest. For example, fear of damage when 

scanning organic objects. This could be offset by studies of the exposure to laser light during 

digitisation which has quantified the level of exposure as being very low. Such studies need to be 

disseminated widely to alleviate concerns. 

5. Digitisation needs to be an integral part of the overall strategy of the institution. To make a 

difference 3D-COFORM should recognise and highlight: 

◦ different applications 

▪ research 

▪ presentation of memory 

▪ architecture / building – take as an example for museum acquisition 

◦ usability in memory institutions’ activities of 3D modelling and in implementing their IT 

strategy and object documentation policy. 

◦ importance of interoperable models 

▪ different detail may be required depending on use e.g. finer granularity for assessing 

chemical degradation than displaying over the web 

◦ importance of long term preservation. Volume and variety of legacy data is starting to 

become a problem. Curatorship skills and challenges of disposal of assets are also relevant here. 

 

Some barriers to the effective business process can be expected at: 

• the documentation stage, where the non-geometric aspects of the data need to be captured 

and/or related to the digital artefact 

• the assembly stage 

◦ staff undertaking scanning are not normally experts in object digitisation, so there will 

probably be different people concerned with the digitisation of the object and the assembly of the 

complete digital artefact including other data and metadata. 

◦ There would be a danger that budgets and/or permissions do not allow the two 

disciplines to work together (so that the tasks are not coordinated and some data is absent). 

• The usage stage, where the absence of a standard 3D browser (e.g. proprietary own-brand 

java applets) and considerations of what is good enough (e.g. early photo libraries based on Sun 768 

x 500 pixels) for specific applications. 

 

Although long-term preservation is an integral concern for the physical artefact in memory 

institutions (including its physical documentation), budgets even for large museums are often 

established to address only physical preservation and not preservation of the digital assets. This 

means that the maintenance costs of digital preservation are entirely additional to those for the 

physical artefacts – there is only a business case to mitigate risks if the original is damaged. 

In delivering the research objectives of the deployment exercises, the real challenge is to avoid 

promising something that cannot be achieved / delivered. The SAB advised that the business model 

for the projected VCC-3D would need to take into account 
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• national strategies, EU strategies 

• life of project: dissemination; users ‘network’; project sustainability; 

• political agreement re Europeana and the need to establish the VCC-3D as a source of 

trusted content 

• EC recommendations to member states to put national strategies for CH digitisation and 

preservation of digitisation. 

 

At some point 3D-COFORM needs to link with national strategies through each partner. 

 Europeana (European Digital Library, EDL) 

Discussions about potential desirable content for Europeana have concluded that a full range of 

digital artefacts should be potential items for the digital library: text as text; book as text; book as 

artefact; Audio; audiovisual; 3D artefacts; mechanisms, etc. Interoperability of metadata standards 

is required so that collections originating in different formats can be interrogated. Scalable 

transmission formats are needed. Europeana is challenging the area of 3D to contribute. One of the 

challenges for 3D-COFORM is to contribute to Europeana objects that are linked into other sources 

and preservable, but there are no current guidelines on how to achieve the linkage. Europeana does 

not currently support shape semantics – indeed one of the challenges for 3D-COFORM is to define 

a vocabulary to describe links from shape to shape and other data – the semantics of shape and 

space rather than the semantics of language – as there is no representational semantic yet. Linking 

the work of 3D-COFORM into Europeana as a supplier of trusted content will help the VCC-3D to 

achieve recognition. 

 IPR 

Although the issue of IPR was seen as crucial, it was not necessarily the remit of 3D-COFORM 

to solve it, but rather to consider the challenges. The case of the digital economy for music and 

long-term ownership suggests that perhaps others will have found the business models by the time 

we have lots of objects. The recent Google and authors copyright agreement and class settlement 

did not result in many ‘opting out’, however a direct comparison cannot be made with 3D cultural 

heritage artefacts. The EC wants to avoid the creation of new rights when we digitise, but this view 

might be simplistic if we are to get cooperation. 

The recommendation was made to be very practical and create and upload objects, leaving 

Europeana to resolve the issues when a certain volume had been created. There was a feeling with 

regard to sites in Greece and Italy that a solution is needed to the barrier created to access. 

 VCC-3D structure 

The legal basis of the VCC-3D will be formulated during the first 18 months of the project. The 

model is to bring expertise from wherever it is found and then deliver it to those who need it. What 

is the legal basis of that not-for-profit entity? Early stages deployment experiments will take place 

in parallel and will include, for example, examination of training needs in a small ‘controlled’ 

environment. Business models will be investigated through experiment in the first two years. The 

VCC-3D should be operational in Year 3 and independently sustainable by the end of the funded 

period. The VCC-3D will initially be formed from the project partners (with an opt-out clause), 

have a lean secretariat and will provide training, and entitlement to some level of service through 

subscription. It needs to avoid onerous overheads as it will be a portal to services. 
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7.3 SAB Identification of Requirements for Successful Demonstrations 

The participants in the SAB group discussing potential applications were interested in offering 

items for experiment; and most in using 3D models. 

Emphasis was placed on the requirements for cataloguing and metadata in particular, and 

engagement with Europeana. The annotation aspect was very relevant especially for virtual 

collections of vases, architectural data and stylistic connotations. The Florence museum requires 

extreme resolution of scans for work on small objects. Architectural modelling of buildings would 

suggest more potential issues e.g. would a model of the Louvre require photo-realism or would the 

representation only include a blocked-out model of the key volumes of the space. Also, would the 

historic material be sufficiently rich as a source for generating the 3D models. The drawings were 

typically under defined and hence required interpretation to determine the architect’s original intent. 

Indeed at design stage the architect would probably still have a lot of detail un-elaborated. For 

representatives from Rome, communication was the main concern; storytelling with 3D; possible 

use of 3D models to produce ‘real’ replicas. 

7.4 SAB Identification of Requirements for Successful Acquisition 

A SAB sub-group discussed acquisition campaign requirements and it was noted that the focus 

of their concerns was on areas which are barriers to implementing successful digitisation campaigns 

and how to overcome them. Potential barriers were seen as evidence of aspects for which the 

community was fearful that requirements would not be met in some respect. The following were 

seen as barriers: 

1. Balance copyright / permission. If curators were worried about losing control, early on in 

experimentation it would be appropriate to use things of less value / concern to build confidence 

that copyright requirements could be met. 

2. Quality Assurance – a feeling that the digitisation results would not be of high enough quality 

for the perceived applications and that the risks from handling artefacts during digitisation would 

not be offset by sufficient benefit. 

3. Safety of artefacts and their environments were a concern and imply the obvious requirement 

for minimising the risk inherent in handling artefacts. These concerns may be addressed by: 

a. Defining a protocol for preparation and digitisation 

b. Be knowledgeable regarding scientific studies to produce definitive answers to curators’ 

questions / concerns. 

• Capture 

◦ Costs – leverage funding from elsewhere using the project’s interest and engagement 

◦ Planning an initial campaign for potential future use e.g. use of content in publicity, 

education and training; social life of content; 

• Assembly 

◦ Costs 

◦ How to get technical people and Cultural Heritage experts to collaborate together 

• Usage 

◦ Standards – browsing of collections – scientific visualisation of content.  

◦ Standards in terms of representation.  
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◦ Resolutions of data (“as high as possible” but may be too much data)  

◦ Legacy data: Challenge of long term preservation and access 

◦ Responsibility of conservation – real AND digital.  

 

 

7.5 SAB Identification of Requirements for Training 

It was noted that training plans had yet to be initiated with the first courses due to start in 2010. 

Training in 3D-COFORM could include: 

1. Provision of courses for project partners and beyond 

2. Specific training needs in advance of deployment exercises – managers, people on the 

ground, people going in to organisations, people monitoring. 

3. Contribution to European Higher Education provision through a specialised Masters 

programme 

The 3D-COFORM Description of Work includes the definition of a Masters course, which is 

planned as a set of modules and could, by arrangement, be accredited by UNESCO. This was felt to 

be a useful contribution to available training and it was anticipated that staff trained to this level 

would be required in the future, although the means by which students would be financed to 

undertake such a program was uncertain since it was felt unlikely that many would be sponsored by 

the sector. 

The project includes at least the following areas that could be developed into modules at Masters 

level: 

• Acquisition 

• Refinement / analysis 

• Dissemination 

• Business models 

The different requirements for Masters validation across Europe were discussed and it was noted 

that there are possibly two full Masters in World Heritage (one starting in Torino and the other 

possibly in Germany). A full course could be developed based on the educational model for 

professionals studying part-time based in a heritage institution. The approach would be for students 

to prepare for each module within their job context and in their own time and then participate in an 

intensive formal teaching component, followed by work-based projects and assessment. UNESCO 

could be asked to endorse the programme, and in addition to Masters validation there would then be 

a ‘UNESCO certificate’. 

7.6 Requirements for a 3D benchmark set of artefacts 

A list of requirements for a benchmark data set was identified. This set will include 

representative objects within the heritage sector and will be used to conduct experiments throughout 

the project. The requirements have been collected following a set of object features including: 

different types of information, a wide range of types/scales, shapes, complexity, surface properties. 

In addition, consideration will be placed on access to the originals/portability and the access to 
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metadata related to the objects in the selection of the benchmark dataset. 

 

The requirement is that the benchmark set of objects will include a range of different types of 

objects, including: 

 

Movable  

• Armour and Weapons  

• Furnishings and Furniture  

• Painting  

• Dress and Personal Accessories 

(including jewellery) 

• Container  

• Signs or Symbols  

• Currency  

Immovable 

1) Architecture 

2) Monuments  

3) Sculptures 

 

These are just examples of types of objects, but the thesaurus also includes other object types, such 

as objects associated with: food preparation and consumption, religion or ritual, music, sports and 

games. Nevertheless, the objects selected represent a wide range of physical features, such as shape, 

material and colour.  

 

Thus, the requirements were defined as follows: 

• Objects with different shapes  

• Objects with different complexity 

• Objects with a wide range of types and scale  

• Objects with different colour  

• Objects with different surface properties  

 

In addition, consideration will be placed on access to the originals/portability and the access to 

metadata related to the objects.  

 

In order to understand how these requirements will affect the technologies that will be selected for 

testing; some examples of objects are presented. These examples include different types of objects 

whose characteristics cover the range of requirements described above. It is discussed how the 

particular characteristics of the object make some technologies more suitable than others for their 

acquisition.  

 

 

Example 1 

Object: Monument to Edward VII - The Peace Statue 

Location: Hove, UK 

Dimensions: 9.15 m height, 7.77 m width, 7.77 m depth 

Material: bronze and stancliffe stone 

 

Type: Monument 

Technology selection: This is an immovable and large object; which requires a 

portable technology which can be used in busy streets. Hence, the photogrammetric 

technique is suitable for its acquisition. The Arc3D technology can acquire large 

artefacts; although the tool currently captures only objects without strong 
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geometrical discontinuities (low to medium levels of self-occlusions). This 

technology will measure shape and texture. 

 

 

Example 2 

Object: St Michael Overcoming Satan 

Location: Petworth, UK 

Dimensions: 4.76 m height, 1.05 m width, 1.50 m depth 

Material: white marble, wooden plinth.  

 

Type: Sculpture 

Technology selection: This is an immovable large object in a gallery. Thus is 

possible to have controlled conditions for its acquisition. The object has several self 

occlusions, is quite complex and its material make it suitable for the laser scanning 

techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

Example 3 

Object: William Pitt the younger 

Location: V&A London, UK 

Size: 54cm height, 3 cm width, 25 cm depth 

Material: Marble 

 

Type: Bust 

Technology selection: This is a medium artefact without discontinuities. The fact 

that it cannot be so easily moved and its material make it suitable for techniques 

such as photogrammetry or in-hand scanning.  

 

 

Example 4 

Object: Dressing Table 

Location: V&A London, UK 

Material: satinwood with grisaille medallions & Sheffield plate handles; shield 

shaped mirror  

 

Type: Furnishings and Furniture  
Technology selection: This object is very complex as it has several sub-parts which 

can be disassembled from the main body of the furniture. Each part is complex and 

has different dimensions and surfaces properties. A combination of technologies 

might be most adequate for capturing the shape of this type of object. For instance, 

laser scanning can be used for acquiring shape as the technology can acquire 

complex artefacts. In-hand can be used for acquiring smaller parts. In addition, 

techniques for colour and reflectance acquisition are required to acquire the material 

and its reflectance properties. 
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Example 5 

Object: Evening Dress 

Location: V&A London, UK 

Material: 

Dimensions: 83 cm Circumference (Bust), 58 cm Circumference (Waist), 220 

Circumference (Hem) 

Material: fine silk taffeta  

 

Type: Dress and Personal Accessories 
Technology selection: Although this material is not very large and is movable to a 

certain extent; its material and shape make it a complex object for acquisition. The 

shape can be acquired with technologies such as laser scanning. Most importantly, 

adequate techniques for colour and reflectance acquisition are required. 

 

 

Example 6 

Object: Figure 

Location: V&A London, UK 

Material: Moulded and glazed earthenware and gold enamel paint.  

 

Type: Container 
Technology selection: This object is small in scale and simple in shape; but has a 

complex material as it has medium reflectance properties. It can easily be moved to 

controlled conditions for acquisition. Hence, acquisition technologies such as the 

dome are suitable for acquiring 3D shape and reflectance properties. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 7 

Object: Ring 

Location: V&A London, UK 

Material: Aquamarine set in gold mount 

 

Type: Dress and Personal Accessories 
Technology selection: This object is small, without complex parts; although the 

material has high reflectance properties. The dome can be used to acquire the shape 

of the object; although currently it can only acquire objects with moderate degree of 

specularity and transparency. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 7 

Object: Coin 

Size: in the range from several millimetres to a few centimetres 

Material: bronze  

 

Type: Currency 
Technology selection: This is a simple and small object with medium specularity. 

The minidome is suitable for its acquisition as it can acquire small, flat and portable 

objects. 
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7.7 Requirements to meet and interact with External Specifications 

Cultural Heritage documentation is a large research area that fortunately now is quite well 

known. The introduction of digital 3D representations as a new medium to document works of art 

requires a paradigmatic shift and adaptation of documentation methodologies and techniques. The 

objective is to find the optimal procedure to document the “life-cycle” of a 3D document, focusing 

not just on the digital 3D content but also on the management of the links to other metadata. 

Many EU projects are going into this field of research and it is a requirement that the project 

does not “re-invent the wheel”. In particular, 3D-COFORM should check CASPAR’s results to see 

the extent to which they are sufficient for 3D documentation and can be operationalised, (e.g., 

whether (and to what extent) Meshlab can support it).  

The CASPAR-extension to CIDOC CRM would need to be sufficient to meet the requirements 

of the London Charter and that, if 3D-COFORM identifies and fixes these as operational 

requirements, digital content creators/providers (artists, scientists, students) will adopt these 

provenance guidelines.  

The workflow of 3D visualisation should be sufficiently documented to enable the creation of 

accurate transparency records, potential reuse of the research conducted and its outcomes in new 

contexts, enhanced resource discovery and access. This is to promote understanding beyond the 

primary target audience.  

Accessibility 

When determining the nature and detail of documentation it is appropriate to create, and whether 

it should be process or outcome-orientated, consideration should be given to the aims, sources, 

methods, and dissemination strategies of the 3D visualisation method and outcome. Also, to 

transparency requirements, and to the desirability of reuse, enhanced resource discovery, access and 

knowledge transfer.  

Research outcomes 

Consideration should also be given to the distinctive properties of 3D visualisation processes and 

outcomes. This information may easily remain implicit within 3D visualisation processes and 

outcomes, rendering the meaning and significance of such research unknowable.  

Accuracy 

The high instance of dependency relationships in 3D models means that users require a 

correspondingly higher degree of detail if they are to understand and evaluate 3D visualisation 

outcomes.  This is the case with conventional textual narratives.  

Importance of documentation 

Conventional research and dissemination methods operate within an economy of established and 

understood approaches which have typically evolved through long histories of explicit 

methodological and theoretical debate. 3D visualisation methods and outcomes, by contrast, lack 

such a history, or economy, and must more explicitly discuss the rationale for their methods. An 

additional layer of complexity accrues to the fact that 3D visualisation methods are frequently used 

in interdisciplinary contexts which, again, by definition, lack a common set of conventions that 

generally characterise subject communities. Interdisciplinary work therefore requires additional 

reflection, in which systematic documentation can play an important role, by articulating the 

relevant unspoken assumptions and different lexica of the different subject communities engaged in 

the common visualisation process. 

Record of sources 

Project documentation should normally include a complete list of sources used, records of their 

evaluation for the purposes of 3D visualisation, the rationale for the visualisation method used. 
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Explanation of the visualisation method used should also be documented if it is not likely to be 

widely understood.  

Transfer of information 

Documentation methods should use the most appropriate available format, and should be 

designed with reference to current working practices within the visualisation process in order to 

ensure that the process of documentation is sustainable in practice, and that it actively enhances the 

visualisation process by contributing to well-considered practice.  

Durability 

Documentation should be durable and compliant with appropriate established standards.  

 

7.8 Specification of Long Term Digital Preservation Requirements 

 

The 3D-COFORM project will produce vast amounts of digital content though the various 

representations of 3D cultural heritage objects.  It is vital that all digital content conform to 

standards that will minimize the risk of data loss in future, unforeseeable environments. 

HATII at the University of Glasgow, a partner in 3D-COFORM, brings knowledge of existing 

long-term preservation requirements from other European projects such as the CASPAR project 

(Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for Preservation, Access and Retrieval), Planets, 

SHAMAN, and the DCC.   The case studies from Section 6 of this document, as well as materials 

provided by the Victoria and Albert Museum on their existing digital content creation policies and 

guidelines, aided in the visualization of scenarios that may affect digital preservation.  We have 

chosen to follow the recommendations of the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) model as 

the primary foundation for digital preservation requirements in 3D-COFORM.  Additionally, 

CASPAR has extracted requirements from preservation-orientated cultural heritage case studies in 

their Testbed that are of interest to our project. 

OAIS specifies mandatory responsibilities that must be fulfilled for an archive to operate under 

OAIS compliancy. Full ISO-compliancy should not be a goal for 3D-COFORM, primarily because 

the OAIS standard is currently being revised.   The current standard (from 2002) is available now, 

but the revised standard will almost certainly be published during the development of 3D-

COFORM.   Thus it would be frustrating to invest massive resources in minor details to achieve 

compliancy, only to find that the standard has changed and our work has been usurped. 

Regardless, these responsibilities should be incorporated into the infrastructure of 3D-COFORM 

as much as is feasible, as they will still support the project’s own long-term sustainability. 

OAIS conformance mandates that the archive must: 

– Negotiate for and accept appropriate information from information Producers.  

– Obtain sufficient control of the information provided to the level needed to ensure Long-Term 

Preservation.  

– Determine, either by itself or in conjunction with other parties, which communities should 

become the Designated Community and, therefore, should be able to understand the information 

provided.  

– Ensure that the information to be preserved is Independently Understandable to the  

Designated Community.  In other words, the community should be able to understand  

the information without needing the assistance of the experts who produced the  

information.  

– Follow documented policies and procedures which ensure that the information is  

preserved against all reasonable contingencies, and which enable the information to  

be disseminated as authenticated copies of the original, or as traceable to the original.  
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– Make the preserved information available to the Designated Community. 

While these mandates are quite general, they should apply to some aspects of the infrastructure 

design.  In particular, we must emphasise the second requirement in our design - maintaining an 

appropriate level of control over the information in the repository. Our project will bring in objects 

from a variety of sources and scanning methods, no doubt spanning several standards and formats.  

We must ensure that 3D-COFORM system is robust enough to mange this information upon ingest; 

to ensure long-term use and value to CH organisations, we will need to annotate or possibly alter 

the metadata that comes in during scanning/capture stages. There may also be copyright issues and 

intellectual property rights conflicts, which the OAIS model addresses in section 3.2.2. 

Though the technical side of the project will work out the actual structure of the database, good 

design/organization of the data held within is crucial for long-term preservation. It is here that the 

role of provenance plays a part in our requirements.  Alterations, annotations and other revisions 

after ingest into the 3D-COFORM repository must be documented and non-destructive.  Due to the 

integration into a common repository, digital objects will be annotated in some form to indicate 

their role in 3D-COFORM – these annotations must be bound to the object, yet clearly delineated, 

as another stage in the provenance of the object. 

Many warning flags are raised regarding preservation when dealing with 3D digital objects, due 

to their inherent nature. A system such as MeshLab, because of its open source status, confronts one 

of the biggest of these issues.  As pre-existing formats for 3D digital representation are mostly 

proprietary/commercial formats, long-term support depends on commercial and economic factors 

beyond the control of the 3D-COFORM project. MeshLab is interoperable with many existing 

formats such as COLLADA, DXF, etc. and this will go a long way towards ensuring that repository 

material will be dependable for future use. 

Beyond the issue of software interoperability (as discussed above), the fact that an object is 

three-dimensional poses no particular issues with regards to the preservation of the original digital 

object (abstractly referred to as an ‘information package’) on a binary level.  But the nature of 

cultural heritage information, particularly in the case of 3D-COFORM, places an increased 

emphasis on provenance – the value of an artefact is only as worthwhile as it can be authenticated 

as genuine.   

 

The CASPAR [CASPAR, 2006] testbed, in working with a UNESCO case study, determined that 

merely preserving the bitstreams of 3D objects ‘is not sufficient in order to ensure full preservation 

… the concept needs also to preserve the corresponding hardware and software used, the associated 

knowledge for each step, the whole process and needs to ensure “authenticity” for each step and 

digital output produced.’ The design of provenance metadata (as outlined in Section 7.3.1 of this 

document) must ensure that all stages of provenance information record this information where 

necessary.   

 

The specific case studies outlined in Section 6 indicate few issues that may be of concern to 

long-term preservation.  As these studies are fairly abstract from an actual data model, there are 

only general concerns at this stage.  These potential issues are concerns to keep in mind when the 

infrastructure is being designed in Work Package 3 – Repository Infrastructure. 

 

The primary issue that runs through all of these case studies is that of metadata.  Whether it is 

acquisition metadata (as defined is case study 5) or a classification hierarchy (case study 1) the 

objects in the 3D-COFORM repository will be very rich in descriptive information, and thus it is 

essential that the digital object itself and this information is bound together, with a checksum or 

other digital signature to verify its integrity.  The OAIS model uses the term “Preservation 
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Description Information” (PDI) as their term for this preservation metadata. The signature (or 

whatever binding technique is implemented) is the ‘fixity information’ that is a component of the 

PDI, along with provenance and contextual information.  This descriptive information is what will 

be accessed in almost all of the case studies described; the fixity information will ensure data 

integrity. 

Several of the case studies deal with definitions of images that may rely on standard descriptions 

of texture and colour (case studies 1, 3, and 4), There is not a major concern here, though if these 

descriptions come from an external supplier it would be an idea that they be incorporated directly 

into the 3D-COFORM infrastructure in case of changes or alterations by the supplier.  The OAIS 

model refers to this type of information as “reference information” within the PDI. 

The OAIS model should serve as the theoretical guideline for 3D-COFORM’s external 

requirements for long-term digital preservation without needing to be a rule of law. Most existing 

standards for 3-dimensional object specifications, such as IGES, STEP/EuroSTEP, and ISO 

TC184/SC4, are primarily designed for industrial design and product definitions.  In addition, they 

are vast, complex and time-consuming to implement to ISO-compliancy.  Though standardization 

greatly benefits long-term support, it seems unnecessary to focus resources on these standards, as 

they are not relevant to the 3D-COFORM project or cultural heritage as a domain. 

7.9 Specification of Digital Watermarking Requirements 

Digital watermarking, in the field of 3D models, can be used for different kinds of applications and 

according to the specific needs coming from the CH operative scenario diverse features can be 

designed and stressed to satisfy the application requirements. 

Hereafter, according to disparate feedbacks gathered from the CH sector, some of the main and 

interesting tasks a digital watermark can be used for are listed: 

 

• 3D models indexing 

• Ownership verification 

• Source tracking 

• Annotations 

 

On the basis of the chosen task, different characteristics of the system such as robustness, 

imperceptibility, capacity and so on have to be pursued.  

According to the users scenarios defined by the 3D-COFORM CH partners and reported below,  

 

• Searching and retrieving of artworks scenario; 

• Archaeological sites modelling scenario; 

• Digital reconstruction and restoration scenario; 

• Complicated material acquisition scenario; 

• Annotation scenario; 

 

it is easy to understand that the previously defined tasks that watermarking can be used for, are 

adaptable over these application scenarios.  
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8. Conclusions 

This report has examined a range of user requirements, drawing evidence from a wide range of 

sources, both inside and outside the 3D-COFORM consortium members. The examination has 

spanned: 

a. Generic requirements of all cultural applications – those requirements that are likely 

to be placed on any application of ICTs to Cultural Heritage data. 

b. Requirements arising from specific types of heritage data 

c. Requirements arising from specific needs of different classes of stakeholder 

d. Requirements implied by the state-of-the-art, pace of change and volatility of 

technological development 

e. Detailed consideration of particular tools, which reinforce the message on generic 

requirements and include some specific additional very focused requirements 

f. Advice from the Sector Advisory Board about requirements on the context of 

operationalising the project’s objectives in 3D digitisation successfully, including 

specifically the requirements when undertaking objects within real organisations and 

with real cultural heritage professionals 

These studies have produced a set of requirements that now need to be turned into the technical 

specification for the architecture of the 3D-COFORM repository and infrastructure, as well as in the 

development and testing of individual tools. The requirements on the business processes discussed 

primarily by the Sector Advisory Board need to feed into the planning for deployment experiments, 

demonstrators and the business plans for the VCC-3D. Finally, the requirements in respect of 

education and training need to feed into the planning of the training provision as deployment rolls 

out. 
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11. Terminology 

Digital Reconstruction: refers to a system enabling the creation of a digital model of an existing 

artefact. This model, which could be 3D (with or without texture) but not necessarily, aims at 

capturing geometric and/or texture/material information about the artefact in its current state.  

Digital Restoration: aims at taking a model of a damaged artefact obtained from digital 

reconstruction, and altering it in order to restore it to some prior undamaged (or less damaged) state.  


